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Trash Or 
Treasures 

by Gene Hill 
Spring is a season of airing 

mattresses, washing 
wiridows and changing 

curtains. But when we turn 
to cleaning out closets, attics 

and old barns, some of us 
can't seem to get down to 

brass tacks which link us to 
past. times and people we 

don't want to lose. 

Excerpted from the book "Hill Country" by Gene 
Hill, by p ermission of the publisher, E. P. Dutton. 

Cop yrighi@ 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978 
by Gene A. Hill. 

One of the oldest traditions I remember 
with mixed emotions is Spring Cleaning. 
The past year's gathering of household 
and farm stuff was gone over and 
weeded out in the process of making 
everything as clean and neat and 
functional as possible . 

Kids were sized up and clothes were 
exchanged, or if past that stage, put 
away in the attic for possible use as 
quilting material or stuff for rag rugs or 
something. I can hardly ever remember 
anything just plain thrown away; that is 
the one fact that has colored my own 
hoarding and stockpiling. I admit that 
my goods and chattels have neared the 
point that a nuclear physicist might call a 
"critical mass," but somehow I can find 
some excuse not to throw it 
away-condition, practicality, and 
common sense notwithstanding. 

It's often an embarrassment when a 
non hunting or fishing friend comes 
around and sees the accumulation. One 
of the piles that never fails to shock is 
the hip boots and waders. I don't bother 
to do much more explaining than 
" insulated" and "noninsulated" and 
point out that waders are higher than 
hippers. Never such details as felt soles, 
cleats, duck hunting as opposed to trout 
fishing- and since I don 't bother with 
that, you can be sure I won't mention 
that about three pair are completely 
worn out, and for some reason I just 
can 't bear to throw them out. There are 
a whole lot of people in this world who 
don 't understand how a grown man with 
a college degree can get sentimental 
over a pair of rubber boots. So be it. 

I'm sure that your basic list and mine 
vary just a little-maybe in size and 
color: hunting vests that haven't fit me 
since I was 14, shrunken wool caps, 
moth-eaten scarves, single gloves, 
rusty-bottomed tackle boxes, butchered 
gun stocks, odd pieces of leader 

illustra tions by Joseph Byrne 



material (questionable both in strength 
and size), flies with the hooks broken off 
on some forgotten streamside rock, 
empty .270 cases, jars of hardened stock 
varnish, miscellaneous and completely 
unlabeled gun parts, and on and on and 
on. 

But a real saver, as opposed to the 
merely thrifty or future-minded, is 
readily identified by what even he will 
admit-if forced-is junk. And I am a 
junk saver. No . .. a junk protector. A 
Patron Saint of the wornout, 
rusted-through, unidentified, and 
unmendable. I once, at an auction, 
bought after the regular sale was long 
over what the auctioneer called the 
"contents of the barn." I remember 
opening the bid for $10 and raising my 
own, through the artifices of the 
auctioneer, to $11 . 

I don't know how long since you 've 
been through a so-called empty barn on 
a once good-looking farm, but it ain 't 
empty-not by a truckload . .. or two. 

I was standing there trying to figure 
out how I'd explain this to my wife when 
a man walked up to me and said, 
"What' II you take for that thing up on the 
wall?" I looked at it and said, " I don't 
know what it is ... and if you want it 
you can have it. " "It's a piece of a clutch 
for an old Fordson tractor, and I've been 
looking for one for years-I ' ll give you 
$3 for it." "Sold," I said. Anyway I stood 
there waiting for my wife and sold about 
$20 worth of stuff and still went home 
with a truckload. It so happens that I 
have a barn myself-and as the 
collectors' theory goes, if you have room 
for it, why not? 

Along with the odds and ends that I 
can 't identify, the stuff that might 
someday be useful is the junk that you 
think you'll create a use for. Old paint 
can-someday you might want a boat 
anchor and all you have to do is pour a 
little cement, right? Railroad 
spikes-suppose you want to hang 

something heavy from a tree ; they'll 
come in mighty handy. Odd lengths of 
chain-nobody ever throws away chain , 
it's immoral. Old tires-lots of 

possibilities there- dock bumpers, if I 
should ever have a dock, just to mention 
the only one I can possibly think of. 

And what about old coats? Did you 
ever see an old barn that didn't have a 
blue jacket hanging from a rusty nail? 
You bet you didn 't . Or a boxful of old 
spark plugs? Piles of old newspapers, a 
whiffletree, lock parts, handleless ax 
heads, hoes, shovels, picks and heavy 
hammers; be as good as new when I get 
around to fixing them up. 

Nothing is so forlorn or starveling as a 
barn without all these good things 
scattered around. And nothing so warms 
the heart of a barn owner as to be able 
to stir around and survey his treasures. 
Except for that most glorious of 
moments when someone says, "Say, you 
don't happen to have about three feet of 
one-and-a-quarter-inch galvanized pipe, 
do you?" And not only do you have it, 
but you can go right there and put your 
hands on it in less than an hour! The 
only thing that can top that is having an 
old pipe threader or cutter to show off 
with. Why your great grandfather would 
think you turned out half-right after all if 
he_cou!d~ ee you now. 

Junk? Sure it is, I guess. But you can't 
help thinking that, sometime, 
somewhere, for some reason , it was 
needed. Somebody wanted it, bought it, 
or made it and used it to help him get 
along. So let's let it rest in our place, 
under the nests the mud-daubers and 
swallows make, in the corner behind the 
horse-drawn harrow, next to the plough 
with the sweat-stained handles. 

Junk? Depends on how you look at it. 
One man's trash is another man's 
memory-his history, his link to the 
broad-backed men and their women 
who wrote little family notes on the 
pages of the front hall Bible. "Only an 
old rake?" Sure, but I can remember my 
father smoothing the rows in the kitchen 
garden with it-just to make it look 
neater and prettier. 

A lot of people who aren't around any 
more wouldn 't like it if I threw their 
things out of the barn. I guess I don't 
really see these odds and ends as mine. 
I'm just holding them for the day when 
somebody needs something to make 
something else work . . . or to make 
something prettier. To soften a labor or 
add a flourish of pride and joy. -~ 

Gene Hill is an associate editor of Field & 
Stream and the author of "Hill Country, " 
"Mostly Talefeathers" and several other 
outdoor books. 
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a golden year for the 

by Eulalie E. Gibbs 
On the 50th anniversary of the Carolina wren's 

selection as our state bird, a better bird for the job 
would be hard to find. This wren bears our name, 

sings a sweet song all year and is a friendly resident of 
every county in South Carolina. 

In 1980 the perky Carolina wren (Thryothorus ludovicianus) celebrates 
its golden anniversary-a half century as first bird of the state. 

The tale of its being so honored goes bark to the time more than 50 
years ago when the State Garden Club of South Carolina started a cam
paign to select a state bird. Claudia Lea Phelps of Aiken was chosen to 
head the effort. 

" It grew into a crusade. Debates in schools, special civic club programs 
and much media publicity attended the drive," Phelps says. "Study was 
given to the protection of birds, their habits and habitats. Everyon~ in 
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South Carolina in the late twenties and early thirties was talking birds," 
reminisces Miss Phelps. 

To prevent just any bird from being chosen , Miss Phelps and her 
committee established certain guidelines. They decided that it should be a 
bird that is resident to the state for 12 months of the year and one that 
everyone knows or can easily find and identify. It should possess beauty of 
song and color and should be of economic value, a destroyer of noxious 
weed seed and insects. 

When it came to a vote, the Carolina wren and the mourning dove were 
front-runners. School children, club members and the public cast ballots. 
The Carolina wren won by a substantial margin, and in 1930 it was declared 
state bird by popular vote. 

The legislature was asked by the State Garden Club to make it official. 
For nine years, the General Assembly postponed the issue, until some 
members decided the mockingbird would be a more likely representative. 
In 1939 legislative act number 311 was passed, designating the mockingbird 
official bird of the state. 

Feathers flew! A fight ensued between the legislature and garden club 
members, school children, Audubon societies and the public at large. 
Another campaign was waged by the people of the state. Again the issue 
was carried into schools, civic clubs, businesses and organizations. They 
fought vigorously for the Carolina wren . Letters flowed into the General 
Assembly. Wren advocates spoke before the legislature. Five other states 
had already chosen the mockingbird as their mascot, they argued, and the 
wren 's economic value to the state equaled or exceeded that of the · 
mockingbird. Besides, they added, the wren better represented the state 
since it carried Carolina in its name. 

Finally, the pressure was so great the General Assembly backed down. 
In 1948, act 693 was passed, repealing the 1939 act and designating the 
Carolina wren the official avian emblem of South Carolina. · 

The Palmetto State thus chose a bird that signifies well its fiery arid 
colorful history arid its hope for a progressive future. The Carolina wren· is· 
aggressive, expressive, the embodiment of tireless energy. It breeds and 
winters in every county. Its song charms even the casual listener. 

This plump and stumpy bird measures five and a half inches from its 
slender curved bill to the end of its cocked tail. Even at this size, though, i_t 
is the largest and reddest of our Eastern wrens. Its rusty cap sets off the 
white stripe over his inquisitive brown eyes. The rich tones and earthy 
browns of his topcoat, the buffy-white of his under parts, with flanks 
washed in cinnamon-pink, blend with its natural habitats. Its russet wings 
and tail are finely barred with black. The wren has strong legs, big feet and 
long claws, equipping it to do its thing-destroy insects. 

Like more than half of all existing birds, wrens are members of the 
Passeriforme order. Most birds of this order, including the wren , are 
perching songbirds whose young require care for a relatively long time. 

A part of the Passeriforme order is the wren 's family Troglodytidae, 
which comprises 250 bird species in the world, but only 28 species found 
within the United States. Wrens breeding and visiting in South Carolina 
are nervous little passerines, varying in size from three and a half to five 
and a half inches. They are dressed in shades of rust, brown, gray and 
fawn. Their breast and belly are whitish or buffy. Tails and wings are rust or 
brown streaked with dark browns and black. The tail is usually cocked at a 
45-degree angle. 

The Carolina wren lives throughout the eastern United States, but its 
population is heaviest in the South. It is more or less a sedentary species, 
but it is not a hardy bird . A severe winter may result in practically eliminat
ing it for years in more northern regions, according to a study on northern 
nesting Carolina wrens made by Dr. Charles Townsend. 

The Carolina wren is an irrepressible chatterbox and songster. If he isn't 
scolding, he's singing. He is one of the few birds that sings year-round in all 
kinds of weather-spring rains, summer sunshine, frosty fall mornings or 
winter snowstorms. 

If it were not for its loud song, the secretive wren would go much of the 
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time unnoticed. If you want to know if a wren is around, try "pishing" -
making a noise through your teeth with your tongue. If it's hiding in the 
shadows and hears this noise, it' ll be one of the first birds to show itself 
coming out of the tangles screeching and scolding, moving about like a 
toy on a spring suspension. 

The wren is not as vocal during the colder months. Its real song is loud 
and clear, strong and sweet, an outpouring of bubbling liquid notes, a 
tinge of nature's wildness . Much of the charm of this energetic bird is 
wrapped up in his varied repertoire. During one season, a scientist has 
recorded 36 different songs and call notes of one wren. 

It is during courtship that the male changes its stance from an inquisitive 
busybody to a sleek-bodied suitor. Holding its head erect, its usually 
cocked tail hanging limply, feathers smoothed, the male wren sings his 
sweetest song while perched atop a fence post or other high elevation in 
his nesting territory. It is during courtship that he sings from dawn to dusk 
and off and on through the night. 

Because one of its songs resembles that of the cardinal, and one a 
whistling note that only the most alert can distinguish from the tufted 
titmouse, it has been nicknamed the "mocking wren ." (The similarity of 
these calls, however, is perhaps more of a coincidence than anything else.) 

Creepy-crawly things are the Carolina wren 's diet. The stomach con
tents of these birds examined by biologists show most insects consumed 
are gardener 's enemies, including the cotton boll weevil , cucumber be
etle, stink-bug, caterpillars and moths. Grasshoppers, crickets, cock
roaches and snails don't escape its bright eye either. Once a Carolina wren 
was observed catching a granddaddy long-legs. Before he ate the spider, 
the bird pinched off its legs, then swallowed its plump body whole. 

The Carolina wren is always coming up with the unexpected, and this 
goes for its diet as well. No one would ever expect vertebrate animals to be 
a part of this little mite's food, but sometimes they are. From the wren's 
stomach contents, scientists have found remains of lizards, tree frogs and 
even a small snake. This scrappy bird varies its diet with small amounts of 
fruit and seeds of trees and weeds. The wren is generally a ground feeder 
and darts like a winged mouse through underbrush looking for prey. 

Because of his diversity in habitat, the wren seems to be holding his own 
against extensive pesticide spraying. The parasitic cowbird is a menace, 
violating the wren 's nest. In the wild, the wren is prey for natural pre
dators, and cats are to be reckoned with around human habitations. 

"The Great Carolina Wren ," as early settlers called it, is not particular as 
to its nesting site; any hole or cranny will do. The merry little chap carries 
on the tradition of all wrens in selecting odd nesting places. A nest was 
found in a discarded aluminum coffee pot stored in a shed. Another nest 
was discovered in a small basket on a garage shelf. Drooping over one end 
of the basket were melted candles . Occupying the other end was the nest. 
The wren has built its home on the frame under automobiles. Lean-to's 
and crannies seem to fascinate it more than bird boxes for nesting sites. 

Made of leaves, grass and pine needles, the nest is lined with feathers or 
hair and sometimes bits of snakeskin. It is somewhat domed with a side 
opening. Four to six cream-colored eggs, heavily freckled with browns 
and lavender, are laid and hatch within about 14 days. 

In spite of its recent tendency to nest near human dwellings in towns 
and cities, the Carolina wren makes itself at home in the deepest swamps, 
offshore islands, edges of woodlands and tangled banks of bubbling 
streams. In these situations, the nest is a mass of rootlets, weed stems and 
leaves. Usually of coarser and bulkier material , it is often larger than that of 
the city dweller, whose haunts are garages and outbuildings. 

Though the female assumes sole responsibility for incubation, the male 
helps bring home the bugs while the babies are still in the nest. For the 
next 14 or more days after hatching, the parents hustle to feed their 
clamoring offspring. Back and forth from garden to nest they haul their 
squirming victims to fill the apparently bottomless gullets of the babies. 

Soon after the young fledge, the mother turns them over to her mate to 
learn the ways of wrens. Meanwhile, she busies herself with another 
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clutch of eggs deposited in a nest her mate constructed while she was 
brooding the first clutch . Using this assembly line method, they are able to 
produce several broods a season, and by summer's end, the yards and 
woods are full of nervous, scolding, singing wrens. 

It is not known for certain whether these birds mate for life, but some 
degree of constancy has been determined by coloring the feathers of a 
pair of wrens. The two wrens were seen together in winter as well as the 
mating season through an observation period of five years and were 
positively known to have been mated part of the time. 

Sometimes wrens return to the nesting place to roost, but more often 
they use mock nests, apparently constructed for sleeping. They have been 
found roosting in hanging baskets of plants. Other good roosting sites are 
heams on porches, where, with their heads tucked under their wings, they 

,-~ mble fluffy brown balls. They have been picked up in this position 
thout waking . 
South Carolina is home to two other wren species, the long-billed 

marsh wren and the Bewick's, and plays host to three other species during 
the winter months. All of them arrive in September and remain until well 
into May. 

A sub-species of the long-billed marsh wren (Telmatodytes palustris) 
nests in freshwater and saltwater marshes on the coast. It prefers the 
seclusion of cattails and reeds and is never seen far from them. Its globular 
nest, with a side opening, is attached to dense marsh gr~ss. 

Perhaps the only wren common to South Carolina that could be con
fused with the Carolina wren by the uninitiated is the Bewick's. It is rarely 
seen below the Piedmont and mountains of the northwest section of the 
state. It could be, however, a fraternal twin of the Carolina. It has the white 
eye strip and long barred tail, but its belly is whiter and its back not as red 
as the Carolina's. The fan-shaped, white-tipped tail is another good field 
mark in distinguishing the two wrens. And it is about a half inch to an inch 
smaller than its twin. 

The dowdy little five-inch house wren is much more common in winter 
on the coast than in the interior or in the Piedmont. Inland birders are 
pleased when they pick up a transient during migration. 

A dark brown, mouse-like bird, usually seen sneaking through under
brush, is the winter wren. It measures only three and a half to four inches 
from its beak to its ridiculously short tail. The tail, cocked far over its back, 
and its dark color are two identifying characteristics of this fairly common 
winter tourist. 

The short-billed marsh wren, only three and three-fourths inches from 
bill to tail, vies with the winter wren for the position of smallest wren. This 
little bird winters over most of the state, its favorite haunts being freshwa
ter marshes, whether they be on the coast or inland. 

To their credit, no species of the wren family has been accused of harm 
until recently. But today's garden craze, the hanging flower basket, is a 
terrible temptation to the Carolina wren. Any summer morning you might 
get up to find half of your blooming begonia thrown to the patio floor. 
Upon investigating the damage, you'll discover the half-complete nest of a 
scolding, irascible bird, filling the cavity. 

Most likely the average wren you see in South Carolina is the Carolina 
wren, but don't take that for granted. Get a good description of the bird, 
then ask an outdoorsman or consult a bi rd guide for certain identification. 

Fifty years ago, by popular acclaim, the Carolina wren was declared 
state bird . From 1939 to 1948, it was buffeted and battered in a legislative 
battle with the mockingbird, but the wren emerged victorious. Today it is 
singing its thanks to South Carolinians. • 

Eulalie E. Gibbs writes a nature column for The Aiken County Rambler and 
is editor of the local Audubon newsletter. · 



The Elimination of Hunting: 
Back to Moral Theology 

by Donald J. Millus 

Donald}. Mil/us of Conway is associate professor of English at Coastal Carolina 
College, where he is also "coach" of the fishing team. Mil/us founded the nation's 

only intercollegiate fishing match and seminar, the Coastal Carolina 
Invitational, in 1974. In 1977, he was chosen Water Conservationist of the Year 

by the South Carolina Wildlife Federation. His articles on fishing have 
appeared in Salt Water Sportsman, Outdoor Life, South Carolina Wildlife and The 

New York Times . Mil/us earns his living by teaching Renaissance literature and writing. 

Since I am not a hunter, I am more amused 
than worried by the efforts of those who 
would outlaw hunting. We know that those 
who ignore the lessons of history are often 
condemned to repeat them , but the attacks 
on hunting as a sport are forcing all of us to 
relive the philosophical debates of the Mid
dle Ages and the Renaissance. What the mo
ralists of the past had once settled now 
seems to be stirred up again with no increase 
in the clarity of the so lution . Since most peo
ple are bored by the debates of moral 
theologians, besides being unsk illed in their 
techniques, it seems doubly unfair to resur
rect the discredited idea of the perfectibility 
of man by law and inflict it on some 20th
century men and women who would like to 
put some wild duck or venison on their ta
bles. 

In that great post-med ieval work , 
"Utopia," Saint Thomas More describes a vis
ion of a perfect society in which citizens are 
not allowed even to accustom themselves to 
the hunting or even the butchering of ani
mals, that work being left to the hands of 
slaves. The reason slaves are the hunters and 
butchers is lest exposure to slaughter destroy 
the citizens' practice of mercy, which More 
called "the finest feeling of our human na
ture ." But the example of hunting given is of 
a hare torn to pieces by a pack of dogs; this 
hardly describes a 20th-century rabbit hunter 
whose rifle or shotgun probably inflicts far 
less suffering than starvation, disease or the 
jaws of a coyote. More's Utopians viewed 
hunting as senseless, equating it with gambl
ing or drinking in taverns, two other tra
ditional targets of reformers. 

One of More's 16th-century co ntem
poraries, Erasmus, satirized the rituals of 
hunting in his " Praise of Folly," but Folly's 
description of souvenirs of a kill being dis
tributed to members of the court by the rank
ing lord of the hunt hardly applies to the 

average rabbit, deer or duck hunter in 
America. But both More and Erasmus knew 
that the pleasures of the mind, the study of 
the classics and philosophy and the pursuit 
of intellectual and spiritual perfection were 
not likely to be adopted by the mass of man- ~ 
kind. t 

The moral theologians of the Middle Ages ~ 
had earlier recognized this in their debates realize that man is human and that his less 
on the morality of hunting and other di- than perfect recreations must be indulged? 
versions. Although "clamorous hunting" was And did not those Renaissance men such as 
forbidden to clerics, it was not to be forbid- Erasmus and More, who felt that man had 
den as a pastime for the ordinary man. Even callings far more spiritual than hunting, still 
though there was some element of imperfec- realize that the perfect society in which peo
tion in it, the overall good of society would pie only sought the pleasures of contempla
not be greatly increased by forbidding peo- tion was not attainable in this world? 
pie the pleasure of the hunt. Granted that the Those who seek a Utopian society where 
element of blood lust might be present in all hunting was banned would do well to 
some degree, man was an imperfect creature realize that "Utopia" means "nowhere" in 
and cou Id not be compelled by law to behave Greek. Utopia's perfect society was, More 
otherwise at least in comparatively minor admitted, just a dream and one not suited to 
matters. the realities of a human race that was imper-

Suppose we ban hunting as cruel to ani- feet. Both More and Erasmus could also 
mals? Will we then not also ban fishing for laugh at the impractical side of their own 
sport? That's logical. And for outdoor enter- attempts to reform their fellow men. I join 
tainment we will have to be content with them in chuckling at those who would tell my 
hiking, boating, camping and so on. We can neighbors that they are nasty because they 
enjoy these pleasures, too, but there's a part prefer hunting to spectator sports or con
of a person that is food gatherer and compe- templation. 
titor. Is that to be denied? If a man prefers to But, as someone who does not hunt, I' ll 
shoot a rabbit or a quail in season rather than make a deal with those who would make 
watch it or pay to watch professional athletes hunting illegal : eliminate all cruelty of man to 
do vio lence to each other, should we make man and I'll join their extremely sensitive 
him an outlaw? Would those who seek to concern for rabbits , ducks and deer. Mean
make hunting illegal like to eliminate all con- while , I'm going out to catch a few spotted 
tact sports too? There's also the cruelty of a sea trout and , if I'm lucky, I shall do the fish 
cutting remark, and sex has been used as a the honor of eating them. And when I return 
form of violent domination, even in mar- from that fishing trip, my wife and our chil
riage. Is the average hunter a cruel person? I dren, as well as the family dog and cat, will 
don't think so. Why then pick on the hunter find me much easier to live with. But the 
to begin this great reform? moral theologians of the Middle Ages knew 

The laws can protect us from many abuses, this was true for hunters, too. The "dark 
but they cannot force men to be perfect. Did ages" were not completely without practical 
not the moral theologians of the Middle Ages wisdom. $-

A forum for reade rs interested Ni 
in wildlife issues, Viewpoint does not .. 

necessarily reflect the opinion o f the Sout'--i 
Caro lina Wildli fe and Marine Resources Department. 1ew oint 
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cReek an 
To many he's an expert fisherman and guide, a radio personality. To others he's 

a teller of times past, a reassuring link back to land, an active voice in the coastal 
community. His background is almost as varied as his interests and future. 

by John Davis and Ben Moise photographs by Ted Borg 

"Good afternoon, this is the Creekman," a familiar voice 
announces over Charleston's WQXN radio . "It was a pretty 
day out there today. I got out to some of the barrier islands 
and, believe it or not, the channel bass are beginning to 
come in. No big ones yet, but I got a few small ones on crabs 
and fiddlers . Those seem to be the best baits, although they 



should take cut shrimp or possibly cut mullet as well." 
Those who fish saltwater momentarily forget the day's 

troubles and the hassles of late rush hour traffic . Their 
attention is drawn to the radio by a man locally regarded as 
one of the most knowledgeable and productive sources on 
saltwater sportfishing. 

"Haven't gotten out on the front side and tried the surf," 
he continues, as though sitting beside each one of his 
listening audience. "But we should have some big bass 
beginning to show up. Pretty shortly, the blues are going to 
start running around the jetties, so be on the lookout for 
them too . 

"Until next time, this is the Creekman with the fishing 
report. May you find the fishing good and the water calm." 
The radio resumes its usual broadcast as Charlestonians 
hurry toward home and supper, but those planning a fishing 
excursion know to heed the Creekman's advice. 

For the past several years, his angling experience has been 
shared on radio, television and in articles written for local 
newspapers and magazines. His reputation as "the fish 
catchin' est man on the creek" is well deserved . But the 
individual behind that informal voice is much more than an 
expert angler. 

Creekman, or Waring W. Hills, as he is more formally 
known, is currently employed as an ambassador of goodwill 
by the South Carolina Ports Authority. In person, he is a 
broad-shouldered man with a frame well over six feet. His 
rough, swarthy features reflect an outdoor lifestyle. A near 
fatal accident took away his right arm and leg. When others 
might have resigned to passive dependence, Creekman, like 
the wild creatures he loves, adapted. 

In 1973, while working for the Seaboard Coastline 
Railroad, Hills fell beneath a moving train. "I should have 
been dead under that train," he says, "but the good Lord 
held his hand on my back. I gained a somewhat different 
appreciation of life ." 

Born in Charleston in 1938, Hills spent much of his early 
life in the coastal region of Charleston County between the 
Cooper and South Santee Rivers . At the time of his boyhood, 
South Carolina was experiencing what some jokingly refer to 
as "the second Yankee Invasion." Most of the Lowcountry 
plantations were bought by wealthy businessmen from the 
North. Homes were renovated, hunting lodges built and 
many local people hired to staff them. Hills is quick to 
remember these times and one day plans to write a book 
about them. 

"My grandfather, T. M. Fox, worked on Cainhoy and 
Tibwin plantations. I was just a baby when he worked on 
Cainhoy, but I remember Tibwin well. He was 
superintendent there for close to 30 years beginning in '35 or 
'36. They raised me on that plantation," Hills' eyes twinkle 
with the memories. 

"I can remember plowing corn with a mule, cuttin' 
wood-all we had for heat and cooking were fireplaces . We 
supplied the big house, which had four fireplaces that took 
four-foot logs, plus wood for the stove in the kitchen. And 
there were four more fireplaces, two each in the cabin and 
the cottage, plus the ones in the tack room and the barn. 

"We cut about 35 cords of hardwood and 45 cords of pine 
each year," he says. "All of it was cut with a crosscut saw and 
an ax. Ching, ching, ching. There's no sweeter sound than a 
crosscut singing on a cold, crisp morning. These days, it's 
chain saws, but in those days you either learned to pull a 

,tl 

As an active hunter and fishennan, Hills hopes more people 
will discover that the true value of our outdoors isn't measured by 
game bagged, but simply by being there to enjoy the day. 

crosscut saw or damn near killed yourself trying. 
"George C. Hass, a stockbroker from Wall Street, owned 

Tibwin. He would come down every year just before 
Thanksgiving to shoot ducks, doves, deer, quail and turkey. 
Stayed until about the 10th or 12th of January. There were lots 
of guests and lots of parties. I tell you," Hills laughs, "it was a 
time to be there ." 

While Tibwin was home to Hills, the marshes between 
Bull's Bay and Sullivan's Island were his playgrounds. His 
father was a professional trapper who live-trapped raccoons 
from the barrier islands for transport to other states and 
upper South Carolina. 

"Daddy's trapped as many as 3,000 coons in one year," 
Hills says. "They took a heavy toll on the nests of sea turtles 
and wild turkeys. They stopped trapping coons on the refuge 
(Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge) and you don't see 
any turkey there now." 

Hills' father also worked for several years as concessionaire 
on Bull's Island while his mother did the cooking and took 
care of the 40-room Dominick house. Along with the island 
the old home was sold to the wildlife service and was kept 
open like a hotel for those who visited until the early 1960s. 

Father and grandfather played a major role in shaping 
young Hills' knowledge of the coast, but there were others 
like Moot Simons, his son Paul and Georgetown Manigo 
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After a day on the water, Hills returns to his Isle of Palms 
home to telephone in his fishing report and monitor his CB base 

station for boaters .in need of assistance. 

who took the boy along on their trips to the marsh and 
taught him their secrets. 

"Moot and Georgetown lived at the edge of the 
plantation," Hills says, "in what was known as Tibwin 
Community. They were independent men who made their 
livings gathering and shucking oysters, catching shrimp and 
fish for sale and making castnets. They taught me an awful 
lot about the creeks and marshes and the creatures in them." 

Hills taught the art of making cast net in an adult 
education class at Wando High School. He gives Moot 
Simon~ credit for teaching him this dying skill . 

"Moot would sit as long as there was light to work on a 
net," Hills says. "It would take him about a week to make 
one and he'd charge about $15. He made those nets just like 
he lived, in his time and his way. " 

At 17, Hills left the plantation, married and joined the 
Coast Guard for a four-year hitch. He served on a weather 
cutter stationed in the North Atlantic. 

"I was a seaman striking for civilian," Hills chuckles. 
"There were four ocean stations on the east coast-Bravo, 
Delta, Charlie and Echo-each 10 miles square. Bravo was 
way the hell up there near the Baffin Islands. Each station 
was four to six days steaming from the rest. We stayed on 
station for 21 days, checked on overseas airplane flights and 
radioed back weather information. We never had anything 
more than a close call with a disabled airplane, but we were 
there to help if something happened. 

12 

" I saw water temperature at 29 degrees and air 
temperature at minus 30," Hills grins. "When it gets that 
cold anything that comes aboard ship stays-it don't run off. 
That makes you think. One time we had seas that reached 64 
feet before we quit logging them and they got bigger. That 
ain't no fun either. A cutter is 255 feet, but that's not so big in 
that kinda seas." 

When he left the Coast Guard, Hills went to work in 
Monck' s Corner at Black Jones lumberyard. "I worked in the 
planing mill and helped put the first lumber grader together. 
They were planning on sending me to Mississippi to grading 
school, but the damn mill burned down. That ended my 
lumber career," he laughs. "It was time to get into the 
railroading business. 

"I travelled some between Columbia and Charleston and 
Savannah," he notes. "But my main job was that of yard 
conductor. That's the fellow who builds and tears down the 
trains. The yard conductor has a yard checklist with every 
track in the train yard with the cars and their destinations . A 
good yard conductor can sit in one place and work two men 
to death-three men when you include the engineer. 

"When the accident happened, I had a wife and five head 
of children," Hills says. "Most of them are grown now. 
Before that time I fished purely to catch and sell shrimp and 
fish . I still fish and hunt deer and doves a lot, but the real 
pleasure comes not so much from what I catch, it's-well, 
just being out there." 

He takes special delight in taking others out while making 
them swear not to divulge his spots. Governors and 
legislators are among his frequent guests. 

"Hell, I'll take just about anybody fishing," Hills laughs. 
"And I love to fish for just about any species, but channel 
bass and winter trout are among my favorites. 

"Spottail or channel bass are some of the fightin' est fish in 
saltwater. I've heard them called a cross between a tank and a 
bulldozer. You'd better have all the line you can have 
because a spottail's going to show you the reel spool not 
once, but several times. " Hills can recall several times, 
though, when spottails or winter trout were not the only 
things to be caught. "I had this man out last year and he was 
fighting about a three-pound trout on a real little outfit. 

'"Reel that fish in-put him in the boat!' I screamed. 'He's 
cranking away but there's not much he can do with 
six-pound test line.' 'What for?' he asked. 'Reel!' I said. Well, 
about that time nine feet of shark just took that trout. All we 
got was the head. The next shark that came after that fellow's 
fish took the whole trout. He had the shark on for 20 yards. 
Now that was excitement! The swirl that shark made getting 
away from us was as big as our 20-foot boat! " 

As though fishing and taking others fishing were not 
enough to keep him busy, Hills is also the chairman of the 
Charleston Harbor Fishing Tournament, which runs from 
April 14 through December 31 of each year. This inshore 
tournament offers weekly and monthly prizes plus a chance 
at a grand prize at the end of the year. Several types of the 
more popular saltwater gamefish are included. 

"This tournament gives the average angler an opportunity 
to get out and participate in a contest without having to go 
way offshore or buy a lot of expensive equipment," Hills 
says. "This is our second year and we've made a few changes 
that I believe will benefit everyone. I hope we'll have a lot of 
entries and guarantee everybody'll have a lot of fun. " 

Hills' interests don' t stop at fishing . As a member of the 



Born to the freedom of marshes and woodlands, Hills cites 
a 1973 railroading acci_dent which almost took his life as 
an event which intensified his appreciation for the people, places and 
wild creatures of the Lowcountry. He has given this love and a 
passion for involvement to his sons and all who know the Creekman. 

East Cooper Radio Emergency Action Team (REACT), Hills 
provides a special and much-needed service to Charleston 
area boaters. Channel Three on the CB radio is constantly 
monitored by Hills' group from 4 a.m. until midnight on 
weekends and during the morning and afternoon hours until 
about midnight during the week. Boaters are encouraged to 
file float plans (destination, number of people on board, type 
of boat and expected return time) and to ask for assistance 
whenever needed from local rescue squads, the Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department and Coast Guard . 

"If somebody's in trouble, they know we're there and will 
lend assistance," Hills says. "We'll get someone out to them 
and stay with them on the radio until that help arrives. 
Sometimes, it can give you a helluva good feeling if you 
know that the fellow you're talking to is on dry land. You 
know, when you're out on that ocean, it gives you some link 
to land. 

"I talked to a psychiatrist one day that was out there about 
40 miles in about 14-foot seas . Everybody on the boat was 
scared to death," Hill remembered. " I talked with him until 
he got inside the jetties. He told me later-he said, ' I don't 
think I'd have made it if you hadn't been talking to me. The 
mere fact that I knew that you were right there, as close as 
that radio, made the difference in my ability to bring the 
boat in. ' If you do that just one time, you know you've done 
something worthwhile. My radios have paid for themselves 
many times over." 

Last year, Hills and several of his sons went into the 
commercial crabbing business. Hills quickly took note of the 

many problems confronting crabbers and the apparent lack 
of communication that existed among them. He and several 
others organized the South Carolina Commercial Crabbers 
Association, which now has over 100 members along the 
coast. Hills was elected president. 

"The only fellow more independent than a shrimper is a 
crabber," Hills laughs. "A shrimper will talk to you 
sometimes, but a crabber won't tell you nothin' . He figures 
it's his own damn business. 

" I'm not active in crabbing since my sons left it, but I'm 
staying with the association. We got the attention of the 
legislature. Crabbing is a $5 million-a-year business for the 
state. That ain't no plaything! 

'We got some new laws and got rid of some inequities 
between the states, but we've still got a ways to go," Hills 
notes. 

The same is true for Hills. He's still got a great deal to do 
that he hasn't gotten around to yet. There's that book he 
intends to write, those deer and doves to hunt, the fish to 
catch, places and people to see. 

"I took General Mark Clark out this past winter. He's 83 
and quite a fellow. We had some pretty good luck and he 
said, 'Creekman, come on, catch one.' 'General,' I said, 'I've 
caught enough, cause I got out here with you today.' 

"When the Boss made this emerald beauty (the saltwater 
creeks and marshes), he almost outdid himself," Hills says. 

"The best you can do is to get out there, try to treat the other 
man right and get as much enjoyment from the day as 
possible. I know I just can't hardly do it any other way." ·• 
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Along with bicycling and cross-country skiing, 
kayaking is a rapidly burgeoning "life sport," 
which means one that, unlike a team sport, can 
be enjoyed by the participant all his life. In the 
case of the kayaker, however, that may not be 
very long. 

by JoeL M. Vance 

T he~e I was, minding my own business, ogling 
passing lovelies, jotting random notes for The Great 
American Novel, thinking idly of the sorry state of 

my snap beans and the equally wonderful state of Raquel 
Welch, when this guy, peering from the dark mouth of an 
alley, hissed, "Psst! Hey, buddy! Over here!" 

Ah, that I had been shrewd enough to flee as if pursued by 
Beelzebub. But I shuffled over, mouth agape, hands stuck 
awkwardly in frayed pockets, hayseeds trickling from my 
unruly hair. 

To make a short story even longer, this furtive bandit 
offered me a used kayak, cheap. I shelled out enough money 
to produce a de Mille classic and found myself the owner of a 
proud craft at least as seaworthy as the Titanic. 

~ ll \._"' 
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The kayak was invented by 
Eskimos, the most fatalistic people 
on earth. They figure they're going 
to die tragically anyway, so they 
invented submerged suicide. 
Incredibly, an Eskimo can sit 
motionless beside a seal blowhole at 
40 degrees below zero for 12 hours, 
waiting for a seal to surface. It is stuff 
like this that makes the Eskimo a 
fatalist. If I were fashioning a kayak, 
I would design it as stable as an oil 
rig, but the Eskimo figures, what the 
hell, if you're gonna go, you're 
gonna go, so he invented a craft so 
unstable a hard look could tip it. 

But the Eskimo has an ace up his 
parka that entirely separates him 
from me. He knows how to Eskimo 
roll. Confession is a painful thing, 
like admitting to friends that you 
went on and fried a mouse into 
supper after the pitiful creature 
collapsed and fell in the cornbread 
batter. 

I cannot Eskimo roll. 

from the average citizen by the 
filamentous algae growing out of 
their nostrils. 

The kayaker wears a "spray skirt" 
which, if worn by Joey Heatherton, 
would make me whine like a rutting 
badger, but which looks like Rodney 
Dangerfield in drag on me. The skirt 
has a utilitarian purpose. At its top, 
it fits tightly around the waist of the 
kayaker and at the bottom tightly 
over the lipped edge of the cockpit. 
This forms a watertight seal. Water 
cannot get in, but under the impetus 
of terror, the kayaker can get out. 
Abandoning ship, though, is called a 
Wet Exit ,and to make a Wet Exit is as 
humiliating as flunking puberty in a 
sex education class. 

The proficient kayaker does not 
Wet Exit. 

He Eskimo rolls . 
Eskimo rolling is as simple as 

growing okra. Everyone tells me 
this. Lithe youths with sympathetic 

patting me on bony shoulders that 
best can be described as waif-like, 
"Okay, Pops, now you do it." 

I have not done it nor, I am forced 
to confess, am I likely to do it. I have 
permanent sinusitis and water roars 
through my sinus cavities like the 
turbulent flow through Glen Canyon 
Dam. My legs are scraped where the 
sharp raised edges of the kayak 
frame have planed off great sheets of 
skin. There are throbbing purple 
welts around my beltline from trying 
to upright the kayak by brute 
strength. My eyes burn continuously 
and, because of insistent lower back 
pain, I walk in a skulk that often 
makes policemen stop me to ask 
where I'm going and what I have 
planned . 

The history of the kayak is cloaked 
in the swirling mists of time and the 
ice-clogged Arctic waters where it 
originated. Kayaks were known by 
the natives when the first European 
explorers reached Greenland shortly 

I spent the ... well, "better part" 
hardly describes it . . . the bulk of 
two years not learning to Eskimo roll 
the blasted kayak. For those who are 
blissfully unaware of the Eskimo roll, 
it is an acrobatic maneuver no more 
complex than open heart surgery. If 
done properly, it will bring the 
upside-down kayaker right-side-up, 
wet, but still inside his craft, ready 
for more fun with standing waves, 
suck holes, haystacks, stoppers and 
keepers and other hydraulic 
heebie-jeebies. 

grins demon 
then say, 
while 

~ after 800 A.O. The kayaks those 
= • · ~ xplorers saw were probably 

~\._similar to the kayak owned 
by Nanook of the North, 

the Eskimo immortalized 
in a 1920s documen -

The kayak is shaped like a 
canteloupe seed, with a hole in the 
middle. That's where the kayaker 
sits, his legs stretched out in front of 
him. Kayakers can be distinguished 
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the covering. Out of this little craft 
pops Nanook who steadies it as he 
stands ankle-deep in the Arctic 
water. And then, incredibly, there 
exits from the inside of this thing, his 
entire family, including a dog and a 
baby. 

My family barely will get in a 
regular canoe with me, and, with the 
possible exception of my 
not-so-bright bird dog, none of them 
would dream of sharing a kayak 
with Daddy Disaster. 

In "Canoes The World Over," 
Terence Quirke says the Eskimo has 
a paddle in water that is "nearly or 
actually at freezing temperature; to 
get wet and remain wet under such 
conditions is fatal." 

So the upside-down Eskimo is a 
dead Eskimo unless he can do 
something about it. This is known as 
Incentive. "The Eskimos are so clever 
in the use of the kayak that the 
language has a word which means 
the ability to turn a side somersault 
with a canoe, passing entirely under 
water and righting oneself and the 
kayak again without touching 
bottom." Quirke does not say what 
the word is, but I have several that I 
say when I have failed the roll. None 
are Eskimo. 

In 1767, a European missionary, 
David Crantz, was sent to convert 
Eskimos from heathen traits like 
tolerance, good nature and the love 
of pleasure. Crantz listed 10 different 
methods of Eskimo rolling, 
including one where the Eskimo 
sticks an end of the paddle in his 
mouth to anchor it, using the other 
end as a lever against the water. 
Eskimo rolling is not a matter of 
strength. The young fellow who sold 
me my second kayak (yes, I have 
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two, a classic case of failure to learn 
from one's mistakes) demonstrated 
the roll using only his little fingers to 
grip the paddle shaft. 

For most Americans, their first 
exposure to kayaking was in the 1972 
Olympics where they saw kayakers 
bouncing down a frothing 
man-made course. White water hit 
Hollywood in the movie 
"Deliverance" filmed on the 
Chattooga. 

A decade ago, Randy Carter, dean 
of Smoky Mountain canoeists, 
published a classic guide to those 
rivers, including the Chattooga. 
"One of our party, in a 15-foot, 
shoe-keel Grumman, upset in 
'Sock' em dog' rapid, and we were 
unable to stop his canoe before it 
went over the last drop," Carter 
writes. "I scrambled over the large 
rock expecting to catch the canoe at 
the bottom as it washed out. But 
there was no canoe! It had 
disappeared completely! Half an 
hour later the spare paddle appeared 
downstream. Two days later we 
came back with ropes and grappling 
hooks, but the great turbulence at 
the foot of the drop made the search 
futile." 

It's possible to build your own 
kayak. I did it, in company with two 
other rogues. It took us two entire 
weekends and all we spent was $50 
more than we could have bought the 
thing for in a store. The kayak had 
pockmarks all over it from trapped 
air bubbles, looked terminally ill and 
navigated the same way. 

The eastern mountains are full of 
rivers on which a kayaker can maim 
himself. I finally decided to take my 
courage in hand (it made a very 
small handful) and hit the 
whitewater, hoping the whitewater 
wouldn't hit back. My wife dumped 
me out at a bridge crossing, 

promising to meet me downstream. 
There were wisecracks about "if I 
make it" and stuff that, at the time, 
seemed quite funny. The first 
hundred yards were a delight, low 
rapids, swift current, cool water on a 
hot day. Ah, the carefree life of the 
kayaker! 

Then I rounded the first bend, 
dropped into a sheer canyon, and it 
was like topping that long, slow 
climb on the roller coaster. My God! 
The bottom dropped out of that river 
and the current picked up speed like 
a jet sled. I shot over falls, down rock 
gardens, caroming off boulders 
bigger than a 1937 Packard, keening 
in a high, thin voice. Eddy pools? 
There were none. 

After a while, hypothermia began 
to rear its chilly head. Hypothermia, 
in gut English, is freezing to death. I 
had listened (but obviously not paid 
attention) to lectures in nice warm 
rooms about the symptoms of 
hypothermia. "The teeth begin to 
chatter uncontrollably. There is 
difficulty with speech. The victim 
suffers mental disorientation .. . " 

My mental disorientation had 
come when I decided to get on the 
river. My teeth clattered. "Muzzle, 
mussel moof!" I exclaimed through 
my rapidly clicking cuspids. Another 
lurching, sliding plunge into waves 
that laved me with SO-degree water. 
No need to worry about the Eskimo 
roll. I was too terrified to tum over. 
"Orphum razzle darg!" I shouted at 
the rapids . 

And then, as I careened around a 
sharp bend, I saw my wife, my 
children, the car. "Arzum, kradnitz 
farz!" I vowed fervently. 

Translated, this meant, 'Tll never 
do anything this stupid again!" 

But, of course, . . . I will. -• 

Joel M. Vance is a staff writer for the 
Missouri Conservationist and a 
freelancer for other outdoor magazines. 
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F ading stars amid a purple sky and a tinge of coral on 
the eastern horizon signal a transition in the Pied
mont forest. Nocturnal creatures quicken their pace 

ahead of the impending dawn. Sleepily, in many cases, im
perceptibly, the ingredients of a new day assemble for an 
unrehearsed salute to the forthcoming light. 

Much of the stirrings deep in the forest are familiar. But 
sounds in darkness are always intriguing. 

Softened by the morning dew, last autumn's leaves give no 
betrayal underfoot as the hunter moves into the forest ridge 
and settles beneath a sapling oak near a creek branch. A pair 
of unseen wobd ducks whistle by overhead. Persistent mos
quitoes buzz at the earlobes,,while cedar-roosted wrens flut
ter and chirp and a disturbed thrasher shakes the hon
eysuckle . Far down the hollow a whippoorwill calls in the 
departing twilight. 

Gradually the mystique of the night fades . Gathering rays 
of day make surroundings more recognizable and the forest 
is once again comforting to the invader. The sights of the 
woods become center stage. 

Redbuds bloom and dogwoods protrude while others dare 
splendid greenery in spite of Jack Frost's eleventh-hour 
threats . A tardy raccoon scurries up the creek bank and shuf
fles purposefully toward a distant den tree deep in the bow
els of the hardwood bottom. 

The hunter fidgets slightly and waits. This place in the 
woods has been carefully chosen because it harbors at least 
one long-bearded ghost roosted high in a loblolly cluster. 

by Ben Sullivan 

Thunder in the 
oods 

Wise management is re-establishing the eastern wild turkey as 
king of game birds throughout the state. A growing number of 

hunters agree that those who have never sought him can't 
appreciate fully a spring morning in the wilderness. 
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This morning, perched high and impassionate in the cool 
April aurora, the majestic bird has been content to remain 
aloof from the other creatures . Feelings of courtship have not 
yet kindled in the old gobbler's brain, although such stir
rings are now overdue. 

A great owl hoots deep in the forest, a godsend from the 
hunter's viewpoint, a programmed thrust of irritation to the 
gobbler. Predictably, even before the trailing end of the owl's 
hollow notes have died, the woods echo with thunderous 
sounds-a noise both ancient and pure-a sound of unmis
takable nobility. 

A turkey gobble at close range is a thrilling experience for 
even the most seasoned hunter. Descriptions such as 
"greatest hunting experience" and the "epitome of wildlife 
adventure" are frequently used in telling of turkey hunts. 
One oldtimer summed it up by saying that a gobble from an 
old tom at close quarters is "the only sound in the woods 
that'll dry up your spit and stop your heart in the same 
instant." 

Palmetto hunters are more apt to hear the gobble of a 
longbeard today than at anytime in recent history From near 
decimation in the early 1900s the pure-blooded strains of the 
eastern wild turkey have survived to become the premier 
gamebird of North America. The road back has not been 
easy, nor is the battle finished, but the successes of manage
ment and restoration efforts have put the turkey back on firm 
ground. 

In the early 1950s, the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department, through the Wildlife and Freshwater 
Fisheries Division, began an effort to restore the eastern wild 
turkey to its former range in the Piedmont and Mountain 
Regions of the state. These early restocking efforts and ex
panded management program have been fruitful. 

Vernon Bevill is a game biologist who has devoted the past 
nine years of his life to turkey restoration and management 
in South Carolina. Based at the Atomic Energy Commis
sion's Savannah River Plant below Aiken, Bevill heads up a 
group of state and federal employes and private citizens 
involved with establishing sound turkey populations 
statewide through restocking efforts, extensive research and 
turkey management within the Savannah River Plant. 

According to Bevill, wild turkeys flourish on about six 
million acres in South Carolina. The flock size in this state is 
currently estimated to be around 22,000 birds, ranging from 
the mountain region to the coastal plain. Due to the success 
of management and restoration projects, notable increases 
in turkey populations have occurred yearly. A good yardstick 
with which to compare this turkey growth is the yearly tur
key harvest recorded each spring on the state's game man
agement hunt units . 

In 1970 the reported spring gobbler harvest on these units 
was 131 birds. By 1977 this figure had jumped to 536 recorded 
kills. In 1979 Palmetto hunters brought a whopping 1,098 
gobblers in to the wildlife check stations. All indications 
point to another record harvest in 1980. 

Restocking, which began in the early 1950s, has been revi
talized during the 1970s and remains as one of the most 
valuable turkey restoration tools . Birds from good popula
tions such as those on the Savannah River Project and other 
locales with stable turkey populations are caught and moved 
to suitable habitats where turkey populations are low or 
non-existent. One of the keys to the restocking effort is the 
cooperation of private landowners in providing tracts of land 



for this purpose. 
When contacted by interested landowners, Bevill and 

co-workers evaluate private tracts of 5,000 acres or more for 
suitable turkey habitat. They then compile a list of available 
stocking areas within the state, ranking them according to 
suitability of habitat by using ground surveys and aerial 
photograph analysis. Thirteen sites were stocked in 1977 and 
1978. 

Bevill and co-workers are currently involved in stocking a 
second list oflS sites for 1979. A third list of approximately 24 
new sites is also being compiled and evaluated at this time. 

"Our stocking program is going real well," Bevill says. "We 
started looking at areas two years ahead of the time we could 
actually stock. Sites were evaluated far ahead of our first 
stocking to identify the best areas first. We knew we would 
have to crawl before we could walk and it was essential to 
establish a stocking system that put the turkey and its avail
able habitat first and all of us second." 

According to Bevill, it is imperative that stocking efforts be 
concentrated first on those areas which contain ideal habitat. 
If this is successful, proper dispersal of the birds will follow. 

"We are trying to create a big snowball. If we can stock all 
our good habitats and turkey populations bloom, they are 
going to fill in the voids very rapidly. But if we stock limited 
areas to begin with, we can't expect much in the way of 
results ." 

Bevill is justifiably proud of the restocking program and he 
applauds the generosity of the private landowners involved, 
as well as the support that fellow biologists and their techni
cians have given to the effort. 

"Landowners that work with us are doing the public a 
great service in their local areas, because they are providing 
a nucleus for turkeys to get started. Helping the landowner is 
a total cooperative effort in the Wildlife and Freshwater 
Fisheries Division, and we are supported by our conserva
tion officers as well. Every district biologist and most of their 
personnel are involved in this program," Bevill says. 

He notes that most of the turkey trapping personnel had 
spent more than their share of long cold days in the turkey 
blind. "Sometimes several days pass before a capture is 
made. Work days start about five a .m. and may not end until 
midnight. Often they have to start again at five the following 
morning." 

The cannon net is used in trapping turkeys. A suitable 
opening within a flock's range is baited with grain. Then a 
20-by-50-foot net attached to a projectile with explosive 
charges is carefully folded and camouflaged with leaves and 
grass at the edge of the baited area. The trappers then wait 
motionless in a nearby blind. On some days, the birds fail to 
show up or escape the net, but when all goes well, the charges 
explode shooting the net over the flock and there is a mad 
scramble to take the birds from the net and get them into 
transport crates. 

"Our people have to be proud of their work to be able to 
put in the hours involved in turkey trapping from January to 
mid-March, because they don't make any overtime. The tur
key restoration program is a total "we" proposition. I get 
almost nothing accomplished alone," Bevill says. 

A bove right - South Carolina's spring gobbler season (April 1-
May 1) is the ultimate hunting test as woods savvy, a knowledge 
of the bird and calling ability are required for consistent success. 
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Also Bevill is optimistic about what lies in the near future 
as a result of restocking. 

"Maybe someday we will have a fall season, but we need 
to vigorously pursue restocking for the next three to four 
years. If we have four good years of trapping and moving 
turkeys, we will have 95 percent of the work accomplished. 
Then we can start looking at other options-like a fall 
either-sex turkey hunt-if o~r populations are still holding 
up." 

Wild turkey management and restoration has enjoyed 
added support during the past seven and a half years from 
the National Wild Turkey Federation, a national nonprofit 
organization headquartered in Edgefield. 

Conceived in early 1973, the National Wild Turkey Federa
tion is an educational conservation organization of 80 chap
ters in 32 states "comprised of state and local affiliates work
ing for the restoration and wise management of the Ameri
can wild turkey and other valuable natural resources." Ac
cording to Tom Rodgers, National Wild Turkey Federation 
founder and executive vice president, national membership 
now stands at approximately 30,000. Promotional efforts are 
currently underway in hope of raising this membership to 
70,000 in the near future and eventually to 100,000 partici
pants. 

The reason for this growth in turkey hunting lies in the 
challenge of the sport. To outwit a longbeard on his home 
ground is considered a supreme accomplishment in even the 
loftiest of sporting circles. To be successful, the hunter must 
possess the woods savvy of a pioneer, a maestro's touch with 
the calling tools and the patience of a saint. 

When the forest is slightly illuminated and the hunter has 
located a bird, the match of wits begins. 

Several factors immediately seem to favor the hunter. The 
gobbler is still roosted and has not yet found any hens. Ro
mance is top priority now. The air is still, perfect for turkey 
talk. The distance between man and bird is relatively short 
and no physical barriers exist. The forest floor is clear and 
open with no thick brush. The old monarch can move 
through the woods without being distracted or unnerved by 
the threat of a hidden predator. 

Camouflage clothing is carefully adjusted and a few 
bushes or small pines are gathered for a makeshift blind. A 
diaphragm caller is silently slipped into the mouth. Out 
comes the reliable Knight tube and lastly the old standby, the 
Lynch's 101 box. A chamber check on the grizzled old Brown
ing reveals that a No. 6 magnum is poised for delivery. 

The gobbler has called regularly since its initial reaction to 
the owl. This means he is in the mood for courting. 

Just about fly-down time, which usually occurs near sun
rise on a clear day, the hunter imitates the sounds of a sleepy 
hen turkey just down from her roost, anxious to know if a 
suitor is nearby. First comes a series of soft yelps, followed by 
a sleepy cluck or two . The woods fall silent. The sounds are 
repeated. Then comes the rumbling reply the hunter hoped 
to hear. The gobbler is definitely interested. 

Then, several minutes pass, and the sound of heavy wings 
signals that the old longbeard has left his roost and hit the 

Above left- Biologist Vernon Bevill (standing) and assistant release a 
trapped bird on its new range. South Carolina's long-term turkey 
restoration program is producing a wider availability of hunting and 
increasing hunter success throughout the state. 
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ground. The hunter's trusty cedar box is urgently pressed 
into service. Its yelps sound convincing enough. 

A thunderous reply booms through the valley; a hackle
raising, goose-pimpling gobble that causes the hunter's 
blood to race. The turkey is approaching, keenly interested, 
maybe even duped, but one can never be sure. 

The bird closes to within perhaps 75 yards, gobbling 
nearly every step of the way. The hunter 's form is frozen. 
Wild turkeys are extremely perceptive creatures, easily capa
ble of pinpointing the exact location of a sound, even from 
considerable distance. This gobbler knows precisely where 
his hen should be; careless motion on the hunter's part 
would mean disaster. 

A minute passes, then another. The gobbler has become 
mute. The hunter squints hard to detect movement in the dim 
light. Perhaps the turkey is just ahead, hidden in the 
shadows, needing one more perfect note to restore assurance 
that everything is as it should be. Three daring clucks on the 
box get a thunderous reply 50 yards away and to the right. 
Then a low "drumming" sound is heard. The gobbler must be 
in "full strut." 

What seems like 20 minutes passes. Leg muscles knot and 
palms sweat. Still no evidence of the bird except his constant 
drumming 50 yards away. Slowly spirits fall, emotions drain. 
Why hasn't he come on in? Must have hens with him or 
something just doesn't suit; or perhaps a glint of sun on the 
gun barrel scared him away. It is time to risk everything. A 
series of seven clucks followed by a fringed "cackle" brings a 
wood-rocking series of responses-a triple gobble. 

Thirty yards down the ridge and farther to the right a 
bluish-white head appears. There in full strut is the ultimate 
reward. He is not yet in the clear when he comes out of strut 
and starts looking for his mate. His head and neck are tele
scoped in the hunter's direction for several seconds, then he 
steps forward and goes behind a tree. Quickly, the gun is 
raised and rotated to the right in anticipation of his appear
ance. Seconds become minutes and still no gobbler has 
reappeared. The gobbler' s keen eyes detected something 
abnormal and he used the tree to conceal his silent escape. 
What seemed a sure kill didn't happen. 

Perhaps tomorrow will favor the hunter. In spring gobbler 
hunting, no two experiences are alike. Hunters always end 
their season with far more tales to share than turkey for the 
table. That is as it should be when you stalk what many refer 
to as king of game birds. 

America's wild turkey population is a source of deep
rooted heritage, while at the same time existing as an invalu
able resource for the present and future. Only through ex
tensive management and restoration efforts, coupled with 
public understanding and cooperation, can we expect to 
keep this splendid bird. • 

Above left-Each season, more hunters seek the wily gobbler 
to test their woodsmanship and calling abilities . 

Ben Sullivan is the director of the Oconee County Parks, Recreation 
and Tourism Commission and occasionally writes outdoor articles for 
The Greenville News. 
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a) Lynch's World Champion box is probably the most widely 
used box caller in the state. 

b) The mouth diaphragm caller has gained popularity,among 
hunters as the hands are freed for shooting while the bird 
is worked toward the hunter. 

c) Slate callers are popular because of their superior cluck 
and purr calls used in spring hunting. 

d) Wing bone yelpers (made from the bird's wing) were once 
preferred callers because of their calling range· on birds 
at long distances. 

e) Modern versions of the wing bone caller have replaced 
many of the older bone calls. 
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,, Oldest medium next to body language, the billboard leans 
on its popularity today by blocking the traveler's view with paper, 

aluminum and neon. The state can remove signs, but that costs 
money. It can regulate signs, but only on certain roads. Tacky 

or teasing, billboards are here to stay. 

by Scott Derks 
It was the kind of All-American Advertising Inc. "We could have built a of a 14-by-48-foot bikini-clad beauty 

coalition lobbyists fear most. It included zillion boards in one mile if we wanted covered in suntan oil can be arresting. 
nearly everyone. The year was 1965. The to . A good example of this problem is The outdoor advertising industry 
issue was billboards, or, as it was Myrtle Beach, where there are 100 likes to call itself the "first medium," 
known then, Billboard Blight-Visual motels and they all want signs. Some tracing its origins to Egyptian 
Pollution of our Highways. roads have been loaded up pretty merchants who cut sales messages into 

Garden Club ladies in flowered hats heavily." some tablets and placed them along the 
descended upon Congress in droves. Today state and federal rules control public roads. Advertisers joke that it' s 
The second wave included Boy Scouts about 25 percent of the highway miles the third oldest profession. Brick 
with their ties done just so. Hunters in the state. Only billboards on making is second. In this state, 
wailed. Wildflower enthusiasts howled. interstates or roads under the federal billboards began with the early circuses 
School children gripped fat pencils to highway program are affected by the and carnivals, when hundreds of 
scrawl plaintive protests. Motorists laws. They establish distances between colorful posters appeared overnight on 
were dismayed; sightseers were the signs and their location in relation fence posts, barns and shop 
furious. Everyone, it seemed, was lined to the highway. They stipulate the type windows-proclaiming the coming 
up on the side of roadside beauty. Even of sign that can go up in the future, but attractions. Today, in our mobile society, 
the President and his wife, Lady Bird. allow for commercially or industrially the travelling circus is almost passe'. 

We were told that the federal program zoned areas to be regulated by local Now tawdry wonders do not come to 
would "bring the wonders of nature laws. us, we go to them. 
into our daily lives." Nationwide, The heart of the law was a plan to buy For years South of the Border near 
42,500 miles of interstates and 300,000 and remove the billboards. Since 1971, Dillon has been South Carolina's best 
miles of federal primary roads were this state has spent $1. 7 million-with knownbillboard barrage.It's a $15 million-
going to be safe from those oversized three-fourths of that provided by the a-year business, largely based on 
posters peddling motel rooms, the federal government-to remove vividly painted signs along 1-95 that 
finest in fast food or termite protection. dilapidated billboards or purchase those lure thousands of visitors every year. 
At least, that's what we thought. owners were willing to sell . Mile after mile through North Carolina, 

With the enactment of a state Appropriations for billboard removal South Carolina and Georgia, a fat 
billboard law in 1971, the federal nationwide have ranged from $75.5 Mexican pitches, "You can't take it with 
legislation grew teeth, and we all got the million in 1967 to $10 million in 1971. No you so leave eet weeth Pedro ." 
impression that the outdoor advertising funds are included in President Carter 's "20 Honeymoon Suites- Heir 
companies were going to quietly fold 1980 budget. Conditioned." Or the unforgettable, 
their tents, chop down the offending Compared to television and "Ze Beeg Enchilada, Don't Forget Ze 
signs and go home. newspapers, the $500 million billboard Leetle Juans." 

It took most of us several years to industry is small, controlling about one They're entertaining. And 
understand that the law was never percent of the national advertising infuriating-a first class spectacle. But 
intended to do that . It didn't even try. It dollar. But no other medium is as most of all, they are successful. They 
was simply a harness for an industry obvious, or "as misunderstood," were also a target for those who argued 
gone mad. according to the Institute of Outdoor in 1971: "Ban a Billboard, See a Tree ." 

"You've got to remember, before the Advertising. It's a business largely The largest concentrations of 
passage of the law, we had no rules in aimed at the miles per hour, the billboards are in urban areas and 
this business," says J. Canty Heath, message is a quick-take, four-second growing everyday. These signs are 
president of Columbia Outdoor television commercial, though the effect mostly controlled by local ordinances, 
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not federal. So are commercial and In 1969, as a part of a national 
industrial areas, which have the next campaign, the industry ran a roadside 
largest thicket of boards. As South survey in Charleston, asking "Who was 
Carolina hustles to lure snowbelt the 30th president of the United States?" 
industry, it's likely that more land will · Only 4 percent knew. Then billboards 
be opened up to development, and thus were placed around Charleston 
to billboards. reading, "Calvin Coolidge was our 30th 

Despite the limitations to removing President." A month later, 39.8 percent 
signs, South Carolina has earned an of the people-surveyed knew about Cool 
excellent track record since state Cal. 
billboard laws were passed nine years Today national advertisers like 
ago, compared to states like Missouri, Campbell Soup or Coca-Cola are 
which never removed the first reinforcing their television messages 
billboard, or Georgia, which has had a with roadside talk. Chain saws and 
net increase. furniture stores are turning to the 

Since 1966, two-thirds of the existing outdoors these days to sell their 
billboards on regulated South Carolina products. And since cigarettes were 
highways have fallen. Today, 7,000 booted off television, pictures of macho 
boards stand where a forest of 22,500 men or frolicking ladies have loomed 
advertisements once reigned. In areas over us with regularity. 
not covered by the laws, however, there In most states, tobacco producers are 
has been an increase, a quiet explosion the leading advertisers and the liquor 
of about 30 percent over the 10,000 business runs a close second. Tobacco 
billboards standing 15 years ago. heads the list in South Carolina, but an 

Local debates occasionally flare in old state statute bans the display of 
cities today, most bringing stricter, liquor ads, directing that if an 
tighter rules on the local level. At Myrtle advertisement is erected, it "shall be 
Beach, long known for its barrage of destroyed by peace officers forthwith 
signs and sounds, the city is squeezing upon discovery." 
the size and location of signs. In South Carolina law clearly recognizes 
Greenville, planners are talking about that "billboards are a legitimate 
new rules. But in Richland County, business," says B. K. Jones, head of the 
where zoning is relatively new, South Carolina Highway Department's 
billboards are sprouting like toadstools billboard 'removal program. "What 
on property now designated for we've done is eliminate the 
commercial or industrial use. proliferation of signs. I would hate to 

This expansion is typical of the think what 1-95 would look like without 
astounding growth of the industry in the law." 
the pastl0 years. While most people Yet, Jones adds, the state's tourism 
were predicting a decline of the economy is closely tied to outdoor 
billboard business, its revenues shot up advertisements. "We are a small state. If 
75 percent, most of that through the motorist is not distracted, he could 
increased sales, not higher prices. As drive through the entire state without 
television and newspaper costs climb, stopping for as much as a tank of gas." 
billboards have become the cheapest Roadside advertisements have not 
way to deliver a always been considered a highway 
message. - plague . During World War I, via 

- billboards, the government told us 1~f to buy bonds, join the army and 
1,1 __ keep a tight lip. And beginning in =-------------· .-I - the 1930s, - ~ l- d through the -----,----~1 ""AR•~ 1960s,every 

-
---

Billboards(right) are helpful for information 
and free enterprise, but the problem lies in 
the excess at a time when nature is at a 
premium. 

school child became giggly at the sight 
of a Burma-Shave sequence on the 
horizon. Set 100 feet apart, the signs 
helped us enjoy the trip: 
"A Peach 
Looks Good 
With Lots of Fuzz 
But Man's No Peach 
And Never Was
Burma-Shave." 

The signs disappeared in the early 
1960s after Burma-Shave was acquired 
by Phillip Morris Tobacco .. But so 
successful was the advertising gambit 
that a set of the signs was requested by 
the Smithsonian Institution, our 
nation's attic. 

The untimely demise of the friendly 
signs coincided with our shift in 
driving habits from fun to fast. Roads 
were no longer for browsing; they were 
for getting from one place to another as 
rapidly as possible. And even though it 
was impossible to pass Burma-Shave 
signs without reading-"She Kissed 
. .. The Hairbrush ... By Mistake . . . 
She Thought ... It Was . .. Her 
Husband Jake," -at 70 miles per hour, 
the thrill is gone . As speeds increased 
and curves were straightened, more 
and more roads became sterile and less 
interesting. 

Suddenly we became more intent on 
seeing that lonesome oak in the middle 
of the field , forever shading a single 
cow. And we were outraged when a 
billboard stood in our way. As we let 
more and more roadside beauty slip 
away, we fought harder for what little 
was left. We asked, "Are junkyards 
necessary?" and "Is litter a fact of life?" 

But billboards didn' t go away and 
won't any time soon. They are a part of 
the business of America, right or 
wrong, and can only be further 
controlled, not eliminated. "Being in 
billboards is a lot like running a liquor 
store," says Heath. "Nothing 
glamorous, just a part oflife." ,a,., /1Er~1 ~ fl - South Carolina 

- ......... r FROM SCRATCII J_ ~:;:~:;:,:~:~:::::; ;~~::!::, 
- harder for Burma -Shave to sell - I BURMA $NAVE I their shaving lotion on the road. 

-

When the signs were uprooted, 

11 farmers came out to mourn their loss . ------ ._ _ __,. ------------
28 
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TRO---~T: 
An Endangered Resource 

Serious losses in federal funds threaten 
to end the regular stocking of South Carolina's trout waters and 

drastically curtail the 30,000 fishing days of recreation 
that these waters provide each year. 

by Art Carter 

There aren't any trout here, the fisherman thought as he 
stared into the cold, clear water of his favorite stream. 

No fish are feeding. No browns dart in the shadows after 
aquatic insects. No rainbows show themselves by splashy 
rises for the hatching caddis flies. Occasional suckers, hang
ing low in the current, are the only visible fish in the river. 

After an absence of a number of years, the young man had 
returned to his native South Carolina. He had occasionally 
fished for trout before he left, but trout had become his 
passion while stationed out West. Fishing was great in the 
Western states, but he had looked forward to catching trout 
in the state of his boyhood years. 

"I wonder what could have happened," he spoke to him
self as he trudged upstream, half-heartedly casting a fly to 
the fishy-looking places. In total frustration he started 
toward the car, but paused upon seeing an elderly man in 
coveralls fishing a quiet pool. 

"Hello," the old man hollered in a heavy Upcountry ac
cent. "Catchin' any?" 

"Not a thing," the young fisherman said. "How about 
you?" 

"Just passin' the time." Relaxing against a large rock, the 
older angler reached into the can at his side and hooked 
another worm to his line. 

"Say," said the young man, "what happened to all the trout 
in this stream? It used to be real good." 

"Fished out, I reckon," the old man answered. "When they 
quit stocking a few years ago, we started fishing these 
smaller streams pretty heavy. I guess it was too much, 
though, 'cause fishin' hasn't been worth a hoot up here for a 
long time." 

The young man had gone on about 50 yards toward his car 
when he heard the old man yell, "If you wanna catch trout, 
you better go somewheres else. Ain't any round here any 
more." 

You might imagine the young angler's sense of loss if 
you've fished the tumbling waters of upper Oconee, Pickens 
and Greenville counties, the crystal depths of Lake Jocassee 
or the tailrace below Lake Murray. You might also have 
guessed that his story is ficticious, for the state's trout 
streams, though limited in number, abound with rainbows, 
browns and even a few native brookies. But fiction could 
become the not-too-distant future for all trout fishing in 
South Carolina. 

Most of the state's trout waters are "put and take" streams. 
Trout stocked from the federal hatchery in Walhalla are taken 
within a few weeks of stocking dates by fishermen. There is a 
real possibility that these stockings will be curtailed or 
stopped completely within the next few years. The South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department received 
correspondence this past spring from the U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, stating that a very large reduction in the 
number of catchable-size trout stocked from the Walhalla 
hatchery into state-owned, state-managed water could be 
forthcoming during fiscal year 1980. This reduction was to 
begin October 1, 1979. For whatever reasons, it did not hap
pen. A letter to Joe Logan, Wildlife Department Chief of 
Fisheries, from a U. S. Fish and Wildlife spokesman, dated 
September 24, 1979, stated that trout stocking would take 
place as usual for fiscal year 1980, but that a reduction in the 
stocking program was very possible in the future . Such a 
reduction may still happen and would have a disastrous effect 
on the wildlife department's trout program. 

Rainbow (inset at left),brown and native brook trout are plentiful in The Fish and Wildlife Service has indicated that trout 
streams such as the Chauga in Oconee County. Cutbacks in federal stocking in state-owned, state-managed waters is very low 
stocking programs would tum our streams into barren waters. priority and not within their responsibility. This is largely 
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because the present administration is having to make cut
backs and set priorities so that the government might bal
ance the federal budget by 1981. 

A letter to Dr. James A. Tunmerman Jr., executive director 
of the S. C. Wildlife and Marine Resources Department, from 
Galen L. Buterbaugh, deputy associate director of the U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, stated that the decrease in stocking 
would be necessary so that a five percent reduction in fishery 
funds for the Atlanta region for fiscal year 1981 might be 
accommodated. Buterbaugh said that fishery funds were 
needed for such faraway projects as Alaskan fish population 
surveys, West Coast salmon research, fish stocking in the 
Great Lakes and anadromous fish studies. Evidently these 
funds were to be had at the South Carolina trout fisherman's 
expehse. 

Buterbaugh further indicated that before any such action 
would take place, the Fish and Wildlife Service would get 
together with the state wildlife department to discuss the 
situations so that no major impact would occur to South 
Carolina's trout fishing resource. Such statements are incon
sistent w ith reality since any reduction in stocking would 
have a negative impact. This is especially so since the 
wildlife department does not classify waters as state o~ fed
eral owned, only as public waters open to all fishermen. 

South Carolina trout fishing would be affected im
mediately and decisively. Since the majority of our trout 
waters are not on federal land, this is basically what would 
happen: Elimination of approximately 56 percent of the 
catchable program (167,901 trout weighing approximately 
48,369 pounds.) Lake Jocassee would be lost. Lake Murray 
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Greenville County I 
Our highest quality fishing is limited to six mountain streams, one 
cold water reservoir and one Midlands reservoir tailrace. The loss 
of trout from the Walhalla National Fish Hatchery would eventu
ally eliminate these waters: 1) Chattooga River, 2) Chauga River, 3) 
East Fo rk, Chattooga River, 4) Whitewater River, S)Lake Jocassee, 
6) Ea statoe River, 7) Middle Saluda River, 8) Lake Murray 
Tai/race. 

tailrace would be lost. Greenville County would be lost. Pic
kens County would be lost. All non-federal waters in Oconee 
County would be lost. 

These losses would be from a fishing resource that gives 
well over 30,000 fishing days of recreation a year (fishing day -
averages 4.2 hours) . Also these plans included a reduction in 
the size of trout stocked in federal waters from the current 
nine to 10 inches to a seven-inch fish. Such small fish would 
be unacceptable to the majority of fishermen as these small 
fish provide little in the way of table fare . 

Several of these areas are the brightest spots for future 
trout fishing in South Carolina. For example, Lake Jocassee is 
the only impoundment in South Carolina to offer trophy 
trout fishing . A new state record rainbow weighing six 
pounds was recently caught in the deep, cold lake. Also, 
there have been reports of brown trout weighing in excess of 
12 pounds being taken in Jocassee . All these fish would be 
lost if stocking were curtailed, since Jocassee is strictly a 
"put-grow-take" fishery (trout are stocked into the lake, but 
may not be kept by anglers until the fish reach 12 inches in 
length) . 

Lake Murray tailrace would be lost as a trout fishing re
source because it is a put-and-take fishery only. Reproduc
tion is nonexistent due to its harsh environment. It would be 
a tragedy if Murray tailrace were lost, for it possibly has the 
most exciting future of any trout stream in the state. 

This past summer three trophy rainbows, the largest ex
ceeding four pounds, were caught miles below any place 
trout were thought to inhabit on the Saluda. Reports of large 
hold-over trout came trickling into the wildlife department. 





Marty Daughtry of Columbia holds a trophy rainbow taken fro m 
the Lake Murray tailrace. Such "hold-over"fish fro m past stock
ings and the deep waters of Lake Jocassee can provide first-rate 
fishing if present management programs are assisted through 
continued stocking. 

This was fantastic news for the freshwater fisheries section, 
resulting in new management practice studies, including fall 
stocking. A fall stocking would allow the trout to establish 
themselves before the spring striped bass run. Hungry strip
ers find newly stocked trout easy prey. 

This tailrace also has taken on new importance in recent 
years as Columbia's population has grown. Many more trout 
fishermen are moving into the Columbia area. The tailrace 
gives them a resource close to home. 

While 90 percent of trout fishermen are primarily interested 
in catching a limit to take home to eat, the remaining 10 
percent (and their ranks are growing) are interested only in 
wild fish populations with limited harvest . These fishermen 
fish for sport and generally favor special regulations to pre
serve their resource . 

1 
State wildlife agencies are caught between these two 

groups because both the sport fisherman and the meat 
fisherman buy fishing licenses. The money generated from 
licenses foots the bill and as public employees, wildlife agen
cies have a responsibility to provide maximum recreation and 
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protect the resources. The meat fisherman wants to harvest 
something from the resource for himself and his family to eat 
and have a lot of fun doing it. The sport fisherman fishes for 
the experience and joy of being in a beautiful natural en
vironment while enticing the fish to take his skillfully fished 
artificial lure. 

Sport anglers would argue that fishing for hatchery fish is 
not really trout fishing at all. It is true that hatchery fish bear 
little resemblance to their wild counterparts. The strength and 
beauty of a wild trout are unsurpassed in the fish kingdom 
and make hatchery fish pale in comparison. However, these 
wild fish are the single most important reason for continued 
stocking in South Carolina waters . 

South Carolina has relatively few miles of trout streams, 
especially when compared to neighboring Georgia and North . 
Carolina. Smaller still are the number of miles of trout water of 
sufficient quality (cold, clear waters with high oxygen con
tent) to support a wild trout fishery. If stocking on the put
and-take streams were curtailed, the resulting increased fish
ing pressure on the less accessible wild trout populations 
would have a very negative impact. The fisherman wanting to 
catch a limit eventually would have very poor sport and the 
sport fisherman interested in wild trout would be in danger of 

'losing his resource altogether. Any hope of special regulated 
streams for the "sport" fisherman (a very real possibility in the 
future) would be gone. 

Many trout fishermen in South Carolina dream of having 
streams or portions of streams for only fly fishing or single 
hook lures . With the constant increase of fishing pressure on 
our streams, many anglers find quality on a regulated stream 
preferable to fishing on completely nonregulated water. The 
fish in such streams tend to be wilder, larger and more dif
ficult to catch . Also the fly or any single hook lure is a proven 
conservation tool. Fish caught on bait usually swallow the 
hook too deeply to survive if released. A fly-caught fish will 
almost always be lip hooked and can be released with mini
mum damage. 

More than 40 years ago noted angler and writer Lee Wulff 
said of our wild fish, "A good gamefish is too valuable to be 
caught only once." This is more true today than ever before. 
Too many fishermen-not enough fish . This is the reality of 
today's fishing. The seemingly endless supply of both fresh
water and saltwater fish remembered by our fathers and 
grandfathers is dwindling. Perhaps it never was. Man's en
croachment and development has slowly doomed many of 
our cold, clear streams and the fish that depend on them. 
Many streams become too silted or polluted for trout to sur
vive. Dams for hydroelectric power have taken away many 
free-flowing waters. The trout stream has become a precious 
commodity to be managed and preserved for our present and 
future enjoyment. 

South Carolina has a relatively small and fragile trout re
source that cannot afford to lose so much of its federal assis
tance. If indeed the fish and wildlife service takes the action 
they have warned they might, not only will our stocked and 
wild trout be endangered species, but so will be the South 
Carolina trout fisherman. 

Our natural resources, with the recreation and fulfillment 
they offer us, demand a new sense of responsibility and 
dedication from the sportsman and from the governmental 
bodies that regulate them. Trout fishing is part of our out
door heritage in South Carolina and it seems to be on peril
ous ground. _,,,., 
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South Carolina's gold mines once produced millions, and a yearly 
festival gives tribute to this heritage. Against today's skyrocketing gold 

prices, rumors of site testing continually surface. 

Le1ae1of 

by Kay B. Day photographs by Phillip Jones 
Gaping into the earth in many 

wooded areas in the state are the re
mains of at least 58 gold mines which 
were active in 1859. These long silent 
darkened shafts yielded around $11 mil
lion to the state's economy during a 150-
year span. In addition, there are more 
than 130 known sources of gold here. Yet 
today, commercial gold mining is virtu
ally obsolete. Apparently the only pros
pectors striking anything now are local 
types with self-styled equipment, a good 
knowledge of locale and a solid case of 
fever resulting from picking all sizes of 

pieces from dark silt and gravel scooped 
from a promising bed. 

Parts of South Carolina lie in the nar
row gold belt that extends from the 
Potomac southward into Alabama. Gold 
was first processed here in 1829, and 

there were three phases of mining, all 
ending upon the advent of wars. The 
first began with gold's discovery near 
Greenville around 1800 and ended with 
the chaos of the Civil War in 1865. This 
phase was overshadowed, in part, by 
the California Gold Rush. The second 
phase began around 1866 and ended in 
1917 with W)rld War I. Production dur-

ing this phase amounted to a little over 
2.5 million dollars . The third pe

riod, which started in 1931, !;!nded 
in 1942 when the fed·eral gov
ernment officially closed gold 
mines to utilize the labo·r 
force for mining base metals. 

The Haile Mine in Lancaster 
County, having produced more 
than half of the gold mined 

here, is the largest and most pro
ductive in South Carolina. In 

the early period of mining at the 
Haile, the Confederate Army had 
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a vague arrangement with the owners, 
and obtained gold to support the cause. 
General Sherman razed the operation 
at the end of the war. 

From then until 1888, gold was mined 
to a depth of 25 feet, and the process 
became increasingly difficult, for it was 
necessary to separate the gold from sul
fides in this low-grade ore. It was in 1899 
that Dr. Adolph Thies developed the fa
mous "Thies Barrel Chlorination Proc
ess," which solved the sulfide problem. 
The mine became so financially suc
cessful that prominent miners and in
dustry representatives visited fre
quently. 

A community formed in Lancaster 
County as the mine remained profitable 
and Captain Ernest Thies, Dr. Thies's 
son, took over management about 1904. 
There were quite a few homes, a store, 
post office, stamp mill and processing 
plant there. "Captain Ernest" ran the op
eration, employing 175 workers, until a 
boiler explosion eliminated both him 
and the stamp mill plant in 1908. The 
mine never produced magnificently 
again. 

Page 35: Left-The heritage of gold mining 
in McCormick is evident in the naming of 
a major street there. Upper circle-Pete 
Nash pans at the Reed Gold Mine near 
Charlotte . Below - Cart stands linger 
silently at the Reed 
Mine. 
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A delightful account of life at Haile 
Mine is available in a book by Clyde 
Pittman, whose father Joe was the sta
tionary engineer at the stamp mill and 
barely missed losing his life in the explo
sion. In "Death of a Gold Mine" (R. L. 
Bryan, 1972), Clyde Pittman describes 
life at the Haile around 1905: 

It is true that we did not have the swinging 
door saloon or the dance hall girls, but we did 
have blind tigers aplenty. Whiskey fl.owed. 
Therewere no cowboys or gunmen with their 
Colt 45s tied down to their legs swaggering 
about, but most everyone at the Mine packed 
a weapon. This would be either a very sharp 
knife, a razor, or in most cases an Iver 
Johnson 32. Also there were a few of our 
ladies who packed a very sharp tongue. 

. . . There was considerable sporting blood 

at the Mine . We had everything but the neai 
roulette wheel. Dice, poker, card games of~~ 
every kind fl.ourished. Of course, we did not . 
have the open gambling hall, but I will say l 
that you did not have to walk very far or to Om 
look very hard to sit into a game. . . . tor 

But our people at the Mine were not really the 
bad. In fact, I do not believe that I can re- nan 
member anyone ever being shot and killed at rerr 
the Mine. . . . gol, 

the 
For the past 20 years, mica has been for 

mined at the Haile by Mineral Mining 1 
Company located in Lancaster. The large des 
expanse ofland is pockmarked by gigan- rr 
tic open pits and fragmented remains of . v 
the old structures of Dr. Thies' s day. icy 
Countless pieces of quartz lie about, par 
possibly as the result of dynamite used ge~ 
in the past to pry loose the earth's trea- ~ 

hor sures. 
Southwest of Lancaster, the Dom 

Mine in McCormick ranks second in 
South Carolina gold production. Re
portedly, the Spanish explorer Hernando 
de Soto was the first to search this area 
for the shiny metal, only to be thwarted 
by the Indians. 

Today the street that intersects Main 
Street is called Gold Street. Gold was 
officially discovered here by Billy Dom 
in 1852. Someone had brought Dom a 
piece that had been found on his prop
erty. Dom began to search and struck 
gold practically in the middle of town 

Far left and left-Only remnants of the 
Haile processing plant still stand in Lan
caster, in comparison to the photograph 
below of a gold chlorination plant 
operating there in 1905. 

Courtesy of Mrs. Haz.el Pittman 
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near the site of the current post office. 
The Dom Mine reportedly produced 
$300,000 in about 16 months. 

Until around 1880 the town was called 
Dorn Mine Community, but after inven
tor Cyrus McCormick donated land to 
the town, it was changed to its present 
name. Some enthusiasts still search. the 
remains of Dom's home, Oak Grove, for 
gold that legend claims is buried around 
the grounds. A group oflocal fellows pan 
for gold as a hobby. 

Lewis "Sleepy" Scruggs of McCormick 
describes the excitement that accom
panies finding the tiny gold flakes . 
"Even if you are standing in knee-deep 
icy water with stiff fingers shakin' the 
pan, you'd be surprised how warm it'll 
get when you go to findin' it. " 

Sleepy, Bill and Ralph use a 
homemade sluice for sampling the many 
beds that dot McCormick County. Their 
sluice is mounted so that it floats , and a 
long nozzle sucks up more rock in an 
hour than a person could pan in a day. A 
series of rifts on the body of the machine 
snags the rocks and a carpet beneath 
catches any gold that might fall out. A 
slow smile comes across his weathered 
face, and, with eyes shining, Sleepy 
claims, "I've found a right good-sized 
chunk on a ridge that runs about a mile 
across town." 

Although no gold is now mined com
mercially here, the community hosts an 
annual Gold Rush Day around July 4 to 
celebrate its heritage. In addition to a 
beauty pageant, popular bands and 
good food, thousands come to pan gold 
at designated spots and visit several 
shafts and a tunnel located on a hilltop in 
town. The moist stone walls of the tunnel 
are dotted with notches where miners 
once placed their candles. From the 
opening to a distance of about 20 feet is 
easy walking, and the eerie darkness 
takes a person back into history, accom
panied only by gigantic crickets that 
cling to the damp walls. 

Some yards away from this tunnel is 
an old muddy shaft lined with timber 
where a miner was killed. The brakes on 
a donkey cart had broken, the miner 
looked to investigate the commotion 
going on above, and the ore bucket fell 
on him. 

Many companies still retain mineral 
rights to the land in this county, and as 
one unhappy home builder has discov
ered, it is wise to check out the possibil
ity of attached mineral rights in any area 
that has been extensively mined. One 
local fellow, his home half-finished, 

found that his bank won't float a loan for 
the balance because mineral rights are 
attached. 

Some of the old shafts go to depths of 
175 feet and still lie open. The water table 
was a constant problem for miners, and 
water stands in many of the pits now. 

The Brewer Mine in Chesterfield 
County, ranking third in production, is 
not open to the public. Production began' 
there around 1828, and both placer and 
lode deposits have been worked. The 
lode contains quartz and sulfides. There 
is also topaz in the area, although not the 
gem variety. 

Fourth in county production is York 
County, whose Smyrna area holds 36 
known locations. As recently as 1963, the 
Dixie-Carolina Shaft at the Ross=Carroll 
Mine was tested. With a Canadian 
geologist's recommendation , the 
Dixie-Carolina Mining Corporation 
planned to operate mines in three 
locations-118 acres at the Martin tract, 
202 acres at the Ross-Carroll (Wolfe 
Creek) tract, and 84.8 acres at the Hardin 
tract . The corporation conjectured that 
modem techniques would elevate South 
Carolina once again to a leading position 
in gold mining. After a short exploit, 
however, finances were drained and 
the project was dropped. 

It was in a field near the 
Martin Mine that legend claims 
a 27- pound mass of 

FORMER 
PRODUCTIVE 
GOLDMINES 

1. Haile 
2. Dorn 
3. Brewer 
4. Ross-Carroll 
5. Martin 
6. Hardin 
7. Southern 

gold and quartz called the Sheepshead 
Nugget was discovered in the 1890s. In 
1934 the White Star Milling Company 
built a flotation plant nearby to treat ore 
from the area, but closed two years later. 
Little activity occurs there today, how
ever, and along with a couple of empty 
ore carts nearby, the abandoned shafts 
that dot the forest are inhabited only by 
large, shy bullfrogs. Several buildings 
are still intact, and old faded checks and 
work reports are scattered -about, all 
dated in the thirties. 

In nearby Cherokee County stands 
Southern Gold Mine, also abandoned. 
Surrounded by bits of rusting equip
ment, the ore carts and disheveled rem
nants of tracks issue a silent welcome 
after a brief trudge through the woods. 
In 1962, a Canadian company speculated 
here unsuccessfully. 

Most geologists and professionals 
dismiss the possibility for commercial 
gold mining in the future of this state. As 
in the past, ambiguous mineral rights 
and a shortage of qualified labor pose 
obstacles. Current mining regulations 
are stricter, and labor costs are astronom-

ical. Francis Fitzgerald, 
- one industry rep-

resentative 
whose com

pany is 
drilling 

for 
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barium sulfate in McCormick 
County, says: "Most mining companies 
test and go where the dollar is. In many 
respects, there is a shortage of raw mate
rials, but interest is always there because 
mineral companies still hold rights to 
much of the land." 

Yet most conventional mining com
panies are not equipped for gold produc
tion. According to state geologist Nor
man K. Olson, "Gold mining is usually 
done by an investors' group, such as 
bankers and businessmen, who hire a 
geological consultant and subcontract it 
out. Localizing the ore is the tough part 
of gold prospecting. The companies 
with a long history of exploration just 
play the percentages looking for one 
good strike ." 

In this state, deposits are loosely 
categorized into two kinds, placer and 
lode. A placer is a deposit of sand or 

Right-Miners were lowered and re
turned to the surface in this ore bucket. 

Below-The tunnel and stamp mill (be
low right) are now part of the gold min
ing display at the famous Reed Mine . 
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gravel containing eroded particles of 
gold. Natural weathering of larger rocks 
near the earth's surface loosens these 
deposits. When gravity or stream action 
moves the sand or gravel, the gold that 
settles can be panned, for usually the 
finer material is near the top. Often these 
placers are near a lode, which is a vein of 
gold deposited between non-metallic 
layers of rock. According to "Gold Re
sources in South Carolina (State De
velopment Board, Division of Geology, 
1966), "stream valleys immediately 
downstream from a known lode are 
good places to prospect for placers." In 
the early days of production, most of the 
gold came from placers. One of the most 
successful placer deposits was the Bre
wer Mine in Chesterfield County, where 
the sand shows rifts, possibly created by 
waves against an ancient coastline. 

The gold occurring in lodes is often 

more difficult and speculative to acquire. 
Lodes exist in a stationary expanse of 
rock, although some surface erosion may 
have occurred. The geologic activity 
which formed such deposits is thought 
to have occurred as many as 600 million 
years ago. In areas of the state such as 
Lancaster County, it is theorized that 
volcanic emanations formed the de
posits, and geologist Olson says, "The 
most common rock association, say for 
Kershaw and Lancaster Counties, is the 
host rock argillite, a mudstone deposit 
transformed by relatively low heat and 
pressure in the process of mountain 
building. The argillite was formed 
first-gold comes in hydrothermal so
lutions. Before it was set in veins, vol
canic emanations came from deep 
within the earth's crust-perhaps 10 to 
30 miles to the source of magmatic mate
rials in Kershaw County, you might find 
volcanic ash. Geologists specializing in 
the origin of Southern Appalachian gold 
believe the Haile Mine was a volcanic 
center." 

Gold occurs throughout the earth's 
crust and is even found in sea water. In 
1859, South Carolina ranked third in 
Southeastern gold production. In this 
century, other minerals have become 
more profitable. The current 368 work
ing mines yield substances such as 
kaolin, limestone and vermiculite. These 
sources outweigh the risk of speculating 
for gold. According to Olson, there was, 
in the early seventies, "a pretty good 
flurry among six or seven companies, 
some subsidiaries of old companies 
seeking gold. One was diversified and 
mined kaolin, and a South African com
pany was also represented here at one 
time. During the past year, there have 
been maybe four active companies." 

The net result of this heritage is man
ifested today in gutted portions of land. 
One ironic consequence in McCormick 
was the cave-in of the County Health 
Center parking lot. It had been built over 
an old tunnel, one of many hon
eycombed under the present town. 

"Of course, the mining companies 
want to be good neighbors, but they 
want to avoid anything too extreme," 
Olson says. "For instance, one proposed 
regulation stipulates that flashing lights 
and flags should be on streams for boat
ers at night where mining is going on. 
But the companies reason that this 
would attract too many people. Also, 
they're arguing about bringing sand pits 
right next to property lines, but agricul
tural proponents argue that this would 
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drain the adjoining land. Stream pollu
tion might conceivably be a problem-I 
think everything should be done to pre
vent the degradation of streams. Some of 
the older mines, in the course of 
weathering, might have weak sulfuric 
acid in the water." 

Besides possible ecological effects, re
claiming the pits is another problem. 
Currently, when reclaimed, rock quar
ries are usually filled with water. A regu
lation stipulating that topsoil be replaced 
has been dropped by the Mining Coun
cil. Some environmentalists fear that di
luting current mining regulations might 
give companies the power to change the 
course of streams. 

An alternative to absolute neglect of 
these old sites is exemplified by the fa
mous Reed Mine near Charlotte, North 
Carolina. This area serves as a state park, 
and related objects of interest are on dis
play in a small museum there. South 
Carolinian Pete Nash, formerly a fishing 
guide at Santee, pans for gold on a regu
lar basis at Reed Mine and donates his 
finds to the museum. 

Panning for gold still has recreational 
value. One enthusiastic Columbian, 
John Chapman, firmly believes in its 
recreational value,and pans 
at a place near Camden on 
weekends. Regarding the 
potential for gold there, he 
insists, "The geologists 
are wrong! " He has had 

A tank, an ore cart and other 
parts are scattered at the Ross
Carroll and Southern mine 
sites like lone pieces of an old 
miner's puzzle. 

his site assayed by out-of-state firms 
several times with varying results. Peo
ple like Chapman, Sleepy Scruggs and 
Bill Moody, if for nothing else, enjoy 
their weekend hobby for the sheer 
glimmer of gold and the tingle along the 
spine when the shiny stuff is seen. There 
is a rumor of current tests for gold at the 
Haile, but it is unsubstantiated. 

The process of panning appears de
ceptively simple, but it requires skill and 
involves the right gyrations of the stan
dard pan, rocking on the heels and slosh
ing just the right amount of water so that 
the gold settles out to the bottom when 
the other larger pieces have washed 
away. Handy items are a first aid kit, 
pick and shovel, tweezers, pan and a vial 
for storing your find. A wire basket is 
convenient though not necessary Good 
knowledge of locale and an experienced 
old timer are also invaluable, for an 
amateur can pan all day and then lose the 
gold if he shakes too hard or without the 
proper rhythm. After the gravel and dirt 
are scooped into the basket, 
it should be removed. 

When the pan is 
dipped in the 
water, a small 

amount of water should seep into 
the mixture. The pan is rotated gently 
and slowly until black silt and gold 
gradually settle out. 

"Prospectors" should never visit a site 
without the owner 's permission. Cau
tion should also be taken, for shafts can 
cave in without warning. To develop a 
claim, rights must be acquired from the 
owner. Getting rights also depends on 
state and federal laws and good places to 
go for information are the U.S. Bureau of 
Land Management, the Geological Sur
vey, the Land Resources Commission 
and the Mining Council. 

In 1966, when the Geological Survey 
calculated gold production in this state at 
$11,158,875, the value per ounce was $35. 
The quest and lust for gold is as old as 
civilization; the subject is mentioned in 
over 10 chapters of fue Bible. With gold 
recently bringing more than $500 per 
ounce in some markets, fantasies of find
ing gold are as likely as ever. Perhaps the 
future holds a "rush" for Carolina, when 
once again she might be at the top of the 

glimmering heap in gold pro-
duction. _-., 

Special thanks for technical 
advice and a day of prospect-
ing to Mrs. Hazel Pittman, 
the South Carolina Geology 
Department,SleepyScruggs 
and Bill Moody. 
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by Margaret Pridgen 
I and all the families of my ki11folks lived for 11early two centuries i11 two 

old attd fertik valleys at the foot of the Hue Ridge Mountai11s i11 the 
11orthwest part of our paradise: . . It was a la11d of smokthouses and 
sweet-potato patches, of fried pies a11d dried fruit a11d of lazy big bumblebees 
buzzittg i11 the su11-a coUHtry of deep dark poo~, of the soaring spirit, of 
little rooms stored with apples ... We are farmers, all Democrats and 
Baptists-a stra11ge people, complicated a11d simple and proud a11d religious 
a11d family-loving, a divorceless, Bible-readi11g, murdersome lot of folks, all 
of us rich i11 attcestry a11d steeped in traditio11 a11d emoti011ally quick 011 the 

trigger -"Red Hills mid Cotton" 

As you travel west along S. C Highway 11 past the 
small mill towns, tidy peach orchards and neat brick 
farmhouses of northern Spartanburg CountY, you 
gradually notice off to your right a series of gentle peaks 
and narrow gaps. Growing a lighter shade of smoky 
blue as they recede northward, they look almost unreal, 
like a picture postcard or the painted backdrop for a 
Nelson Eddy movie projected onto the horizon just 
outside your car window. 

The Blue Ridge Mountains-that's the right name 
for them And there's Hogback! I'd know it anytime. But 
as you draw closer, swinging around to the southwest, 
the distinctive curved-back shape gets harder to make 
out. If it weren't for the television tower, you might not 
recognize it at all. 

If it is autumn, the uniform blue haze soon gives way 
to bright shades of red, green, orange and yellow
black gum and sourwood, pine and hemlock, black oak 
and poplar-all as colorful as a bowl of hard candy at 
Christmas. 

If you venture off the main road to do a little 
exploring, men in passing pickup trucks will show you 
their brakelights as they peer after you through rear 
view mirrors. Women picking collard greens or hanging 
wash will stop what they're doing to cock their heads 
and stare boldly till you're out of sight. 

But if you stop for a time at the crossroads grocery,
old men and young will smile and chat freely Bit by bit 
they volunteer information on the way they live, and 
insight into the land they call home. 

"Me and my brother we killed a chicken one time, 
caught it in a trap and broke its neck and buried it out 
back. Can you believe it?, " the old man laughs. "What a 
good chicken supper we could've had, but we was kids, 
you know. 

"Red Hil~ attd Cotto11, An Upcountry Memory" by Bett Robertso11. 
Repri11ted by permissio11 of The University of South Carolitta Press. 
Copyright @ 1942, Bett Roberts011. Copyright @ 1960, U11iversity of 
South Carolitta Press. 
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Above-Once an apple orchard, this section of the Eastatoe ¼lley 
sparkles m autumn with the bright yellow and green of poplar, the 
reddish orange of maple and the browns of broom sedge. Right-Like 
his ancestors, Charlie Peek of Six Mile has lived in the Carolina 
mountains long enough to absorb many a good tale from the hills 
around him. 
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"Ma, she found out about it and we run to the 
barn-we had them ladders all around, you know And 
everytime she'd start up the ladder, we'd push it back 
She hollered, 'Young men'-! can see her with her 
finger now, saying-'Young men, I'll get you when you 
get down!' 

"Well, directly we was down and playing in the yard, 
you know, and boY, she frailed in on us! She like to have 
killed us." Eighty years later he wags his head mourn
fully, "She was purty good, that old girl " 

This is the Blue Ridge and foothills region of South 
Carolina-a puzzling land where dose-mouthed peo
ple will speak volumes about their personal histories and 
family lives. It's a land of Baptist churches and buck 
dancing, of sparkling rivers and muddy streams, of lush 
forests punctuated by bare granite outcrops, a land of 
law-and-order, blockade stills and honest men who tell 
outrageous tales . Its people-the oldtimers, 
anyway-are friendly but stem, Christian and unfor
giving, easygoing and violent, neighborly and bigoted. 
In short, the people, like the mountains themselves, are 
deceiving-not as forbidding as your first thought, not 
as benign as your second. 

I and my kinfolks are Southerners of the inland and upland South. We 
and the 10 million like us call ourselves the backbone of the Southern regions, 
the hickory-nut homespun Southerners, who while doing a lot of talking 
have a~o done a lot of work. We are of Scotch-Irish stock, improved Scots 
of Ulster extraction, and it has never been said of any of us that we have 
held back from sounding our horn. We are plain people and our houses are 
plain-you will not find on our front piazzas tall white columns holding 
up the roof "R d U·// d C ,, - e 01 s an otton 

The first white men in the mountains of South 
Carolina were of Scotch-Irish descent, traders and 
settlers come down through the mountain valleys of 
North Carolina from Virginia and Pennsylvania Men 
like Scotsman James Adair bartered cloth and shells and 
guns for deer hides, furs and herbs. Cornelius Keith, 
who settled the Oolenoy River valley near Table Rock 
in Pickens CountY, is believed to have come here from 
Loch Lomond by way of Virginia in 1743. 

At that time the whole of upstate South Carolina was 
still Indian country Stretching along the banks of the 
Keowee River was a town of perhaps 3,000 Cherokee, 
with hunting grounds fanning out for thousands of 
square miles up into the mountains to what is now 
Cherokee, North Carolina. They called the mountains 
the "Great Blue Hills of God." 

The early relationship between the Indians and scat
tered whites was harmonious. A treaty signed in 1730 
pledges "Peace and Friendship between ye English and 
ye Cherokees, as long as ye Mountains and Rivers shall 
last or ye Sun shine." But before long the friendship 
began to sour because of increasing settlement pressures 
and unscrupulous traders. Fort Prince George, one of 
three outposts built in Cherokee territory, was begun in 
1753. It came to figure prominently in the Cherokee 
war which started in 1760, a skirmish set within the 
larger French and Indian conflict 

Peace brought more white settlers into the region 
until, by 1777, the Cherokees had been squeezed out of 

all of South Carolina except for a tiny sliver in what is 
now the extreme northwestern corner of Oconee 
County Even that was ceded by 1816, more than 20 
years before the forced removal of the Cherokee Na
tion from Georgia and Tennessee along the infamous 
Trail of Tears. 

Removal of the Indian threat brought more settlers 
down through the valleys of the Blue Ridge from the 
north and up the rivers and trails from the south. By the 
mid- l 850s, there was a flourishing German settlement 
at Walhalla. Resort hotels there and at Glassy Mountain 
and Table Rock meant Lowcountry tourists could es
cape the "malarious" coastal weather in the summer 

The people who settled in the mountains hunted and 
fished to put meat on the dinner table-mostly trout 
and small game like squirrel and rabbit, but also deer 
and wild turkey and even bear. Most raised a few cattle 
and hogs, who fattened themselves on the forest floor's 
abundant supply of mast. They required little tending 

'The hogs was so fat there on that mountain they 
wouldn't go a hundred yards away from just a-feeding 
under those big chestnut trees," remembers Charlie 
Peek of Six Mile. 'Those fat hogs-oh, that was the 
finest meat you ever eat in your life." 

Vegetables, potatoes and com were grown, and 
often small grains like wheat, oats and rye. Rourbread 
was a treat, though. More often it was cornbread or 
'gritted bread' made from field corn too hard to eat and 
too green to shell and mill. 

Above-Homes in the mountains are often tucked away from the 
mainstrmm of tourist traffic and need carry little pretense of monetary 
value. 
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For breakfast there'd be bread or pancakes with cane 
syrup, or there'd be apple butter from large stone crocks 
covered with a white cloth dipped in beeswax. The 
mountain people knew a hundred things to do with 
apples They bleached them, dried them, jellied them 
and pressed them into cider. Coffee was sometimes 
improvised from parched grains or parched sweet 
potatoes. 

Farming put food on the table but "lumbering, that 
was our mainstay where we got our money" There was 
not much money to go around in the days between the 
Civil War and World War II. If a child was luckY, he took 
a ham biscuit to school for lunch; if not, a chunk of 
breakfast cornbread or an apple. 

Children spent most of their spare time doing chores 
-like fetching water from the creek, carding wool or 
gathering chestnuts, chinquapins, walnuts and hickory 
nuts. Christmas meant an orange and a stick of pep
permint candy 

On Sundays, if the preacher was not making his 
monthly visit, a boy and his friends might amuse them
selves scaring up yellow jacket nests with dogwood 
brooms or playing "squirrel. " Charlie Gravely explains 
the game: 'We'd get out in the edge of the woods where 
there was small trees, you know--climb a tree and see 
how far we could go, lean hit over, catch on another 
tree. fhat'us the recreation we had back in the teens." 

Above-In the middle of a Long Creek apple orchard, this mountain 
mongrel stops chomping to give the same long look his human 
neighbors often wear. 

Medical care was similarly improvised. Part common 
sense, part superstition and part tradition, its prac
titioners were almost all women who began by nursing 
children and delivering babies and graduated to the 
rank of "doctor. " 

"Mama, she was the best pneumonia doctor that's 
ever been," vows Charlie Peek. ' If I was to have 
pneumonia today I'd pick her way before I would a 
doctor. " In the summertime she would take small strips 
of cloth and mark the herbs to be gathered in the 
fall-butterfly root, black snake root, mullen and gin
seng. ir fhat bone set tea, that was the bitterest stuff you 
ever took. It'd burst up a cold, though " 

• And then she'd use a little mountain dew, too," says 
Peek. 'Well, you know, 80 percent of your . cold 
medicine you get today in that liquid form, that's all it 
is-alcohol. " 

Fall of the year was everybody's favorite time. 
Wagons were loaded with apples, potatoes, cabbages, 
chestnuts and dried beans ("leatherbreeches'). Even the 
kids got to go along, camping and peddling along the 
way to Anderson or Pendleton where they would trade 
for sugar, coffee and shoes for the winter. 

Because they cling to the extreme southern and 
eastern fringes and foothills of the Blue Ridge, the 
mountain people of South Carolina have never been as 
isolated and in-bred as the reclusive Smoky Mountain 
people chronicled by Horace Kephart in his definitive 
1913 studY, "Our Southern Highlanders." Kephart, who 
abandoned a stifling academic career to live among the 
mountaineers from 1904 until his death in 1931, was 
sympathetic and non-judgmental of his adopted 
neighbors, placing them in perspective within a value 
system held over from the 18th century Nevertheless, 
his book has been at least an indirect source of many of 
the negative things people think they know about the 
Southern mountaineer. He devotes much space to the 
highlander's povertY, ignorance, moonshining and law
less feuding. 

On some points, however, Kephart's observations 
are as true today of the South Carolina mountaineer as 
of his spiritual brothers in the Appalachian region. 

Our mountain farmers were cut off more from the world and from 
each other, were thrown still more upon their individual n:sources, than 
other pioneers. By compulsion their self-reliance was more complete; 
hence their independence grew more haughty, their mdividualism more 
mtense. And these traits, exaggerated as they were by force of 
environment, remain unweakened among their descendants to the 
present day Here, then, is a key to much that is puzzling in highland 
character. 

The very land itself-the - peaks and ridges, the 
rocky trails and laurel thickets--enforced upon the 
mountain settler a physical isolation and spiritual inde
pendence that remains today the hallmark of a moun
tain man. 

"Most of our people have gone off to town now to 
work," says George Case, owner of the Pumpkintown 
General Store. The farming they do is more or less to 
feed themselves, not for cash money But I still don't 
think this has changed the character of the people or 
their independence They're the kind of people that like 
to be self-sufficient, and this is still ingrained in the 



Left-Hard work with the fruits of their hills, as typified by these hands, have 
allowed mountaineers the sort of independence they cherish. Below-Ruth Swafford 
keeps her roadside apple shed on US 76 right in front of her home in Long Creek. 
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Above-The Stumphouse Mountain Boys draw a crowd at Cuzzins General Store 
in Walhalla, where owner Robert Lowry holds an informal musical get-together 
every Saturday night. Right-From this view of hills dropping back into hills, its 
easy to understand why this site was namtrl \¼Iha/la, German for "paradise of 
the gods." 
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people I know in the area. They like to depend upon 
themselves and they just don't like anyone else to 
meddle with them too much. 

'They're afraid, I think, that people are going to 
infringe on them That's why you still see these big 
tracts of land up here. They just don't want anybody 
around. You can't just go up in this part of the country 
and buy land, and it's simply because they don't want 
you around." 

From this attitude, people often infer mistakenly that 
mountain people are unfriendly Skeptical would be a 
better word They assess you a long time-sometimes 
years-before deciding whether you are worthwhile or 
not 

'The mountain people are wonderful people," says 
photographer Bill Payne, a "newcomer" who has been in 
Pickens 15 years. 'They're tremendously friendly if you 
let them be friendly in their own way And if you 
befriend a mountain person, he'll not forget it If you do 
him wrong, he won't forget that, either " · 

It's not hard to understand the logical extension that 
makes isolated, self-reliant loners in a hard land the most 
willing, helpful neighbors in a pinch The mountaineer 
feels no shame in asking honestly for help. He would 
not ask if he did not need it; he never asks that it is not 
given. 

One old man in his eighties tells a story about the 
Spanish flu epidemic in 1918. It was in the crucial fall of 
the year when an entire family of seven was stricken at 
once: "All stretched, they couldn't even get out of bed." 
He was dragging wheat with a pair of mules when his 
brother rode up and said, 'Will Dillard and all his folks is 
sick You got to go wait on 'em" 

"Well, I just dropped the traces and rode the mules in 
here to the barn and rode on up there," he says. He 
stayed with the .family eight days, milking, cooking and 
doing all their chores with his own crop still in the field 
'He was a good neighbor of ours in the mountains, and I 
couldn't-well, I just had to do it," he explains. 

If it was good to have neighbors in times of trouble, it 
was absolutely essential to have family A clannish qual
ity that probably can be traced back to the Scottish 
Highlands still exists among the mountain people todaY, 
though to a lesser extent than in the past But they still 
keep up with kinfolks and know who has married or 
been born, and especially who has died. One young 
girl tells proudly of visiting the cave near Loudon, 
Tennessee, where her great-grandfather hid out to keep 
from being drafted by the Confederates during the 
Civil War 

They write slim volumes of family history that grow 
into thick genealogies. They are great tellers of family 
tales, which begin to take on legendary proportions in 
the telling and re-telling. Charlie Peek had a grandfather 
who killed an 11-foot mountain lion with an ax and was 
known forever after as "Panther Bill" Peek (or 'Painter' 
Bill, as the mountain folks would pronounce it ) 

Twelve Mle in our valley is a narrow muddy stret1m, red with eroded 
clay, but Keowee is wide and clear and crystal-pure, a swift river of the 
spirit }lowing out of pine and oak and poplar forests . One time many yet1rs 
ago my Gret1t-aunt Narcissa took us to a high cliff to look down on our 
two stret1ms just w_here they come together. She wished us to see for ourselves 

how quickly the water of the little muddy slret1m could foul all the clet1n pure 
water of the big one. Our Gret1t-aunt Narcissa said to us, "A wonderful 
example of sin." 

-"Red Hil~ and Cotton" 

Next to the familY, the church is the most important 
social institution in the South Carolina mountains. The 
hill people are a deeply spiritual lot, believing in church 
three times a week, total immersion and livelY, enter
taining preachers One man says unhesitatingly: "I used 
to drink right smart and when my daughter was a 
baby-she was about two years old-I finally heard a 
good sermon preached, you know, and I said, 'Well, 
here I am now raising this young'un and I ain't fit to raise 
her. Lord, I guess I'll just surrender it all. ' And I been a 
real Christian now for almost 40 years." 

Mountain homes may not all be impressive-one 
fellow says his house, built in the 1800s, is "not much, 
but it'll do to live in yet"-but the churches are show 
places Rural congregations build huge brick religion 
plants that cost hundreds of thousands of dollars and 
then pay off the mortgage in 10 years. 

'About the only organized social group you have in a 
community is the church," says George Case, who in 
addition to owning Pumpkintown's only store and res
taurant is sometimes interim pastor at nearby Mt Tabor 
Baptist Church "It becomes a natural thing, " he says, 
"that many things originate in the church. It's easy to get 
hold of the pastor, it's easy for him to make announce
ments on SundaY, and the basic community is there." 

Church reunions, or "homecomings," are big events 
requiring weeks of preparation. One man told of a 
picnic at his boyhood church that attracted I, 000 peo-

Above - Lke the other Protestant churches here, Rocky Bottom 
Baptist Gurch represents one of the only social centers Jar 
mountain communities. 
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pie. Two long tables stretched "from here to the road 
over yonder' -a distance of about 30 yards-all laden 
with fried chicken, garden vegetables, biscuits and fruit 
pies. 

In contrast to this down-home, church-going picture 
of the mountain people is the opposite image-the 
shadoWY, lawless, moonshining side of the mountain 
life. "Oh, ever old family had a still near about,' says 
Charlie Peek "There weren't no other way to make a 
living back in them days,• another adds. 

The old-time mountaineers call it 'blockading" in
stead of moonshining, an indication that distilling was 
thought to be more akin to good, honest tax evasion 
than criminal behavior. 

Kephart claims the making of illicit liquor in the 
Southern highlands can be traced back to Scotland and 
Ireland, to the Whiskey Rebellion in Pennsylvania in 
the 1790s, to economic necessity and to the mountain 
topography itself 

Above-Boodeg stills are no longer prevalent in the Carolina hills, but 
this art may be revived to serve our need for gasahol as an alterna
tive fuel. 

Western Pennsylvania, and the mountains southward, had been 
settled, as we have seen, by the Scotch-Irish; men who had brought 
with them a fondness for whiskey, a certain knack in making it, and 
an intense hatred of excise, on general as well as special principles. 
There were Jew roads across the mountains, and these Jew were 
execrable-so bad, indeed, that it was impossible for the 
backwoodsmen to bring their corn and rye to market, except in a 
concentrated form . . . When the newfy created Congress passed an 
excise law, it virtually placed a heavy tax on the poor mountaineers' 
grain, and let the gram of the wealthy eastern farmers pass on to 
market without a cent of charge. 

This bit of injustice could not go unchallenged by the 
independent mountain people, and they have been 
thumbing their noses at tax laws and prohibition laws 
off and on ever since, at times with tacit community 
approval Back in the 1940s, shortly after he became fire 
ranger in Pickens CountY, Charlie Gravely was called 
on to help put out a fire near c1, blockade still at Rocky 
Bottom The grateful distiller offered the firemen a 
drink, which some of them took 

'They got satisfied and we went on out," Gravely 
says. ' But I told that feller, I says, 'Now, I don't think I've 
got a man in the crowd11 give you away on this.' And he 
thanked me, and I says, Thank you for coming and 
getting me. 

"And he remained at that same still spot a little better 
than a year-made good com liquor and a lot of it, and 
was getting a fair price for it, too . He sold it to pretty 
good people so he didn't get turned in, not there. 

"But he cut all the wood out that was handy around 
there and he couldn't get no wood in, so he moved 
across the road leading to Sassafras Tower, over on the 
other side of the mountain. In three weeks time, the law 
got him, cut him down. 

"Somebody'd told on him," he says. 
In the course of his fire control worl<, Gravely came 

across many such blockade stills, but he says now, "That 
moonshine was back there in the thirties and forties, 
and then in the fifties it kind of got away We don't have 
any bootleg stills now " 

But like some other mountain arts--quilting, clog
ging, dulcimer making, Blue Grass music and 
others-moonshining is showing new signs of life. 
Corn alcohol may be making a comeback, this time as a 
fuel additive to stretch gasoline supplies. Former bloc
kaders now bear the title 'energy consultants.' 

It's symbolic, in a waY, of the manner in which events 
often come full circle, the threads oflife unraveling only 
to entwine again farther down the rope. In their semi
isolation, the mountain people of South Carolina have 
never quite lost their capacity to fend for themselves, to 
amuse themselves, to feed and heal themselves. They 
appear to us as a great reservoir of resourcefulness and 
hard-won knowledge and we, with our tape recorders 
and cameras and craft fairs and sociological studies, are 
hungry to tap what they know and have experienced. 
And theY, thanks be, are willing to share it ·• 

Margaret Pridgen is a science writer at Oemson . University 
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THE INTRUDER 
"If you could have showed 

me a place where trout fishing 
was in season all the time, 

I'm sure I would never have 
written another book," Robert 
Traver remarked after his first, 
"Anatomy of a Murder," was 
published in 1958. A bestseller for 
longer than a year, it was eventually 
made into a movie starring James 
Stewart. 

"Robert Traver" is actually the pen 
name of John D. Voelker, former 

,,.. justice of the Michigan Supreme 
·;, Court and native of Ishpeming 
in northern Michigan. Since 

<"Anatomy," he has written more 
~~ - books, including "Trout Madness" 

and "Anatomy of a Fisherman," and 
retired in 1960 to write fulltime. 

Following is a Traver tale of the 
possessive attachment fishermen feel 
for a lucrative trout hole. 

BY ROBERT TRAVER 

I twas about noon when I put 
down my flyrod and 
sculled the little cedar boat 

with one hand and ate a 
sandwich and drank a 
can of beer with the other, just 
floating and enjoying the ride 
down the beautiful broad main 
Escanaba River. Between times I 
watched the merest speck of an 
eagle tacking and endlessly 
wheeling far up in the cloudless 
sky. Perhaps he was stalking my 
sandwich or even, dark thought, 
stalking me. . . . The fishing so 
far had been poor; the good trout 
simply weren't rising. I rounded 
a slow double bend, with high 
gravel banks on either side, and 
there stood a lone fisherman
the first person I had seen in 
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hours. He was standing astride a third good trout in this same u 
little feeder creek on a gravel stretch-all about the same size." fo 
point on the left downstream "My, my," I murmured, to 
side, fast to a good fish, his thinking ruefully of the half so 
glistening rod hooped and dozen-odd barely legal brook ri 
straining, the line taut, the leader trout frying away in my 
vibrating and sawing the water, sun-baked creel. "Guess I've just 
the fish itself boring far down out been out floating over the good 
of sight. spots." 

My easy young Since I was curious to watch a "Pleasant day for a ride, 
good battle and anxious not to though," he said, frowning 

philosopher interfere, I eased the claw anchor intently at his fish. 
over the stern-plop-and the little "Delightful," I said wryly, 

evidently boat hung there, gurgling and taking a slow swallow of beer. 
swaying from side to side in the "Yep," the assured young 

didn't want me slow deep current. The young fisherman went on, expertly 
fisherman either did not hear me feeding out line as his fish made g1 

to see how or, hearing, and being a good another downstream sashay. al 

really big 
one, kept his mind on his work. "Yep," he repeated, nicely taking 
As I sat watching he shifted the up slack on the retrieve;'that's why la 

his fish was. 
rod to his left hand, shaking out I gave up floating this lovely river. sl 
his right wrist as though it were Nearly ten years ago, just a kid. ") 

asleep, so I knew then that the Decided then 'twas a hell of a lot r 
fight had been a long one and more fun fishing a hundred yards n 
that this fish was no midget. The of her carefully than taking off on 0 

young fisherman fumbled in his these all-day floating picnics." 
shirt and produced a cigarette I was silent for a while. Then: "I g 
and lighter and lit up, a real cool think you've got something 
character. The fish made a sudden there," I said, and I meant it. Of r 
long downstream run and the course he was right, and I was li 
fisherman raced after him, simply out joy-riding past the 
prancing through the water like a good fishing. I should have 
yearling buck, gradually coaxing brought along a girl or a camera. b 
and working him back up to the On this beautiful river if there s 
deeper slow water across from was no rise a float was simply an s 
the gravel bar. It was a nice job of enforced if lovely scenic tour. If ~ 
handling and I wanted to cheer. there was a rise, no decent lJ 

Instead I coughed discreetly and fisherman ever needed to float. Ii 

he glanced quickly upstream and Presto, I now had it all figured r 
saw me. out. ... I 

"Wanna get by?" the poised 5 

"H young fisherman said, flipping ~ 
i," he said pleasantly, his cigarette into the water. 
turning his attention "I'll wait," I said. "I got all day. 
back to his fish. My pal isn't meeting me till 

"Hi," I answered. dark-'way down at the old 
"How's luck?" he said, still burned logging bridge." 

concentrating. "Hm . . . trust you brought 
"Fairish," I said. "But I haven't your passport-you really are out 

anything quite like you seem to on a voyage," he said. "Perhaps r 
be on to. How you been you'd better slip by, fella-by the C 

doin'-otherwise, I mean?" feel of this customer it'll be at ' "Fairish," he said. "This is the least ten-twenty minutes more. C: 
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Like a smart woman in the mood by a tall doomed spruce leaning 
" ,, I for play, these big trout don't like far down out across the river from 

to be rushed. C'mon, just bear in a crumbling water-blasted bank. 
sort of close to me, over here, The last thing I saw was the 
right under London Bridge. It gleaming flash of his rod, the 
won't bother us at all." long taut line, the strumming 

st I My easy young philosopher leader. It made a picture I've 
evidently didn't want me to see never forgotten. 
how really big his fish was. But 
being a fisherman myself I knew, T 
I knew. "All right," I said, lifting hat was the last time ever 
the anchor and sculling down that I floated the Big 
over his way and under his Escanaba River. I 
throbbing line. "Thanks and had learned my lesson well. 
good luck." Always after that when I visited a 

"Thanks, chum," he said, this fabled new spot I hiked in, 
le I grinning at me. "Have a nice ride packing my gear, threading my 

and good luck to you." way down river through a 

g I "Looks like I'll need it," I said, pungent needled maze of ancient 
vhy looking enviously back over my deer trails, like a fleeing felon 
rer. shoulder at his trembling rod tip. keeping always slyly away from 

"Hey," I said, belatedly the broad winding river itself. 

~l remembering my company My strategy was twofold: to 
manners, "want a nice warm can prevent other sly fishermen from 
of beer?" finding and deflowering the 

Smiling: "Despite your place, and to save myself an extra 
"I I glowing testimonial, no thanks." mile of walking. 

"You're welcome," I said, Despite the grand fishing I 
realizing we were carrying on discovered there, I did not go 
like a pair of strange diplomats. back too often. It was a place to 

"And one more thing, please," hoard and save, being indeed 
he said, raising his voice a little to most good to me, as advertised. 
be heard over the burbling water, And always I fished it alone, for a 
still smiling intently at his pact had been made, a pact that 
straining fish. "If you don't mind, became increasingly hard to keep 
please keep this little stretch as the weeks rolled into months, 
under your hat-it's been all the seasons into years, during 
mine for nearly ten years. It's which I never again encountered I\~ t-SS$il11l~~'f1 ~~I 
really something special. No use my poised young fisherman. In 
kidding you-I see you've the morbid pathology of trout 
spotted my bulging creel and I fishermen such a phenomenon is 
guess by now you've got a fair mightily disturbing. What had 
idea of what I'm on to. And become of my fisherman? Hadn't 
anyway I've got to take a little he ever got back from his trip? 
trip. But I'll be back-soon I Was he sick or had he moved 
hope. In the meantime try to be away? Worst yet, had he died? '{" 
good to the place. I know it will How could such a consummate 
be good to you." young artist have possibly given 

tt I "Right!" I shouted, for by then I up fishing such an enchanted 
had floated nearly around the spot? Was he one of that entirely 

3 I downstream bend. "Mum's the mad race of eccentric fishermen 
word." He waved his free hand who cannot abide the thought of 
and then was blotted from view sharing a place, however 
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fabulous, with even one other 
-+ fisherman? ,.ti>-

••'\ By and by, with the innocent 
, Jo·· selfishness possessed by all 

1 fishermen, I dwelt less and less 
-~ upon the probable fate of my l young fisherman and instead 

\I! \ came smugly to think it was I B 

i- ·• who had craftily discovered the i \ 
•,~. place. Nearly twenty fishing s ~ ' 

seasons slipped by on golden f 

i 'f; 7~-- wings, as fishing seasons do, r 

~ during which time I, fast getting .. "l, ·',.'f-,: s 

.1'~ 

.P ' . ', ~- ' no sprightlier, at last found it I 

- ,,f - expedient to locate and hack out a 
__ .,.,: series of abandoned old logging 1 

•- roads to let me drive within t 
easier walking distance of my 1 
secret spot. The low cunning of 
middle age was replacing the hot 
stamina of youth. . . . As a road 
my new trail was strictly a 
spring-breaking bronco-buster, 
but at least I was able to sit and 
ride, after a fashion, thus saving 
my aging legs for the real labor of 
love to follow. 

A nether fishing season 
was nearly done 
when, one afternoon, 

brooding over that gloomy fact, 
I suddenly tore off my 
lawyer-mask and fled my 
office, heading for the Big 
Escanaba, bouncing and bucking 
my way in, finally hitting the 
Glide-as I had come to call 
the place-about sundown. 
For a long time I just stood 
there on the high bank, . 

f 
drinking in the sights and 

'1 ..; pungent river smells. No fish 
I 1 were rising, and slowly, lovingly, • >~" Q 

~ ... I went through the familiar ritual 
of rigging up; scrubbing out a .,. fine new leader, dressing the 
tapered line, jointing the rod and 
threading the line, pulling on the 

:,i tall patched waders, anointing 
myself with fly dope. No woman 
dressing for a ball was more 
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fussy. ... Then I composed woods, the sounds of his excited 
myself on my favorite fallen log blowing fading and growing 

1t I and waited. I smoked a slow pipe fainter and then dying away. 
and sipped a can of beer, cold this In the meantime four fair trout 

;s I time, thanks to the marvels of dry had begun rising in the smooth 
ice and my new road. My tail of the glide just below me. I 
watching spot overlooked a wide selected and tied on a favorite 
bend and commanded a grand small dry fly and got down below 

1e I double view: above, the deep the lowest riser and managed to 
Perhaps,Ithought slow velvet glide with its little take him on the first cast, a short 

feeder stream where I first met dainty float. Without moving I 
extravagantly, my young fisherman; below a stood and lengthened line and 

ng I sporty and productive broken took all four risers, all nice firm 
perhaps he was run of white water stretching brook trout upwards of a foot, all 

ut a I nearly a half-mile. The old the time purring and smirking after the deer. ; tg leaning spruce that used to be with increasing complacency. The • • 
there below me had long since omens were good. As I relit my I waited, tense bowed in surrender and been pipe and waited for new worlds 

,f swept away from forgotten spring to conquer I heard a mighty and watchful, but tot torrent. As I sat waiting the wind splash above me and wheeled 
d had died, the shadowing waters gaping at the spreading magic he did not rise had taken on the brooding blue ring of a really good trout, 

• r, I hush of evening, the dying carefully marking the spot. Oddly again. embers of sundown suddenly lit enough he had risen just above 

~f I a great blazing forest fire in the where the young buck had just 
tops of the tall spruces across crossed, a little above the feeder 
river from me, and an unknown creek. Perhaps, I thought 
bird that I have always called extravagantly, perhaps he was 
simply the "lonely" bird sang after the deer. . . . I waited, tense 
timidly its ancient haunting and watchful, but he did not rise 
plaintive song. I arose and took a again. 
deep breath like a soldier I left the river and scrambled 
advancing upon the enemy. up the steep gravelly bank and 

The fisherman's mystic hour made my way through the tall 
was at hand. dense spruces up to the little 

feeder creek. I slipped down the 
1g I bank like a footpad, stealthily f irst I heard and then saw inching my way out to the river 

a young buck in late in the silted creek itself, so as not 
velvet slowly, tentatively to scare the big one, my big one. I 

splashing his way across to could feel the familiar shock of icy 
my side, above me and cold water suddenly clutching at 
beyond the feeder creek, ears my ankles as I stood waiting at 
twitching and tall tail nervously the spot where I had first run 

V, 1: 
wigwagging. Then he winded across my lost fisherman. I 

tl me, freezing in midstream, quickly changed to a fresh fly in 
giving me a still and liquid stare the same pattern, carefully 
for a poised instant; then came snubbing the knot. Then the fish 

d I charging on across in great obediently rose again, a savage 
e pawing incredibly graceful leaps, easy engulfing roll, again the 

lacquered flanks quivering, white undulant outgoing ring, just 
1 I flag up and waving, bounding up where I had marked him, not 

the bank and into the anonymous more than thirty feet from me 
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and a little beyond the middle my tired wrist just as I had once ei 
and obliquely upstream. Here seen a young fisherman do. Fi 
was, I saw, a cagey selective riser, Nonchalantly I reached in my 0 
lord of his pool, and one who jacket and got out and tried to 0 
would not suffer fools gladly. So I light one of my rigidly R 
commanded myself to rest him abominable Italian cigars . My 
before casting. "Twenty one, fish, unimpressed by my show of ~ 
twenty-two, twenty-three . .. " I aplomb, shot suddenly away on a 

As twilight counted. powerful zigzag exploratory tour 
The cast itself was indecently upstream, the fisherman nearly 

receded into easy and, finally releasing it, the swallowing his unlit cigar as he 0 . 
little Adams sped out on its scrambled up after him. It was 

dusk with no sign quest, hung poised in midair for then that I saw a lone man sitting ~ 
an instant, and then settled quietly in a canoe, anchored in p 

of his tiring I sleepily upon the water like a midstream above me. The tip of 0 
thistle, uncurling before the his fly rod showed over the stern. fj 

began vaguely to leader like the languid outward My heart sank: after all these Il 

wonder just who 
folding of a ballerina's arm. The years my hallowed spot was at ti 
fly circled a moment, uncertainly, last discovered. ii 

had latched on then was caught by the current. "Hi," I said, trying to convert a g 
Down, down it rode, closer, grimace of pain into an amiable Ii 

to whom. closer, then- clap!- the fish rose grin, all the while keeping my eye I-
and kissed it, I flicked my wrist on my sulking fish. The show g 
and he was on, and then away he must goon. C 
went roaring off downstream, "Hi," he said. b 
past feeder creek and happy "How you <loin'?" I said, trying 
fisherman, the latter hot after to make a brave show of casual 
him. fish talk. I 

"Fairish," he said, "but nothing 
like you seem to be on to." f D uring the next mad "Oh, he isn't so much," I said, 1 

half hour I fought this lying automatically if not too well. (i 

explosive creature up "I'm working a fine leader and 5 
and down the broad stream, up don't care to bull him." At least 
and down, ranging at least a that was the truth. 
hundred feet each way, or so it The stranger laughed briefly 
seemed, without ever once seeing and glanced at his wrist watch. 
him. This meant, I figured, that "You've been on to him that I 
he was either a big brown or a know of for over forty 
brook. A rainbow would surely minutes-and I didn't see you 
have leapt a dozen times by now. make the strike. Let's not try to 
Finally I worked him into the kid the Marines. I just moved 
deep safe water off the feeder down a bit closer to be in on the 
creek where he sulked nicely finish. I'll shove away if you 
while I panted and rested my think I'm too close." 
benumbed rod arm. As twilight "Nope," I answered 
receded into dusk with no sign of generously, delicately snubbing 
his tiring I began vaguely to my fish away from a partly 
wonder just who had latched on submerged windfall. "But about 
to whom. For the fifth or sixth floating this lovely river," I 
time I rested my aching arm by pontificated, "there's nothing in 
transferring the rod to my left it, my friend. Absolutely nothing. 
hand, professionally shaking out Gave it up myself 
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eighteen-twenty years ago. 
Figured out it was better working 
one stretch carefully than shoving 
off on those floating picnics. 
Recommend it to you, comrade." 

T he man in the canoe was 
silent. I could see 
the little red moon 

of his cigarette glowing 
and fading in the gathering 
gloom. Perhaps my gratuitous 
pedagogical ruminations had 
offended him; after all, trout 
fishermen are a queer proud race. 
Perhaps I should try diversionary 
tactics. "Wanna get by?" I 
inquired silkily. Maybe I could 
get him to go away before I tried 
landing this unwilling porpoise. 
He still remained silent. "Wanna 
get by?" I repeated. "It's perfectly 
O.K. by me. As you see-it's a 
big roomy river." 

"No," he said dryly. "No 
thanks." There was another long 
pause. Then: "If you wouldn't ~~ 
mind too much I think I'll put in 5~:\ 
here for the night. It's getting <;; .:~·:--,, 

pretty late-and somehow I've 
come to like the looks of this 
spot." 

"Oh," I said in a small 
voice-just "Oh"- as I 
disconsolately watched him lift 
his anchor and expertly push his 
canoe in to the near gravelly 
shore, above me, where it grated 
halfway in and scraped to rest. 
He sat there quietly, his little 
neon cigarette moon glowing, 
and I felt I just had to say 
something more. After all I didn't 
own the river. "Why sure, of 
course, it's a beautiful place to 
camp, plenty of pine knots for 
fuel, a spring-fed creek for 
drinking water and cooling your 
beer," I ran on gaily, rattling away 
like an hysterical realtor trying to 
sell the place. Then I began 
wondering how I would ever 

spirit my noisy 
fish car out of the woods 
without the whole greedy 
world of fishermen learning 
about my new secret road to this 
old secret spot. Maybe I'd even 
have to abandon it for the night 
and hike out. . . . Then I 
remembered there was an 
uncooperative fish to be landed, 

t'.':,,,...,., 
""!'-'-' 

~=l~i~~ 

~:~~A~..,,\'-' 1-.: 

·r~ 
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I tore my 
feasting eyes 
away from my 
fish and 
glowered up at 
the intruder. 

illustrations by Craig Houston 

From Trout Madness . 
Copyright 1960 by Robert Traver. 
Reprinted 1979 by Peregrine Smith Inc . 
P 0. Box 667, Layton , Utah 84041 
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so I turned my fttll attention to 
the unfinished and uncertain 
business at hand. "Make yourself 
at home," I lied softly. 

"Thanks," the voice again 
answered dryly, and again I heard 
the soft chuckle in the 
semidarkness. 

M y fish had stopped his 
mad rushes now and 
was busily boring 

the bottom, the long leader 
vibrating like the plucked string 
of a harp. For the first time 
I found I was able gently to pump 
him up for a cautious look. And 
again I almost swallowed my still 
unlit stump of cigar as I beheld 
his dorsal fin cleaving the water 
nearly a foot back from the fly. He 
wallowed and shook like a dog 
and then rolled on his side, then 
recovered and fought his way 
back down and away on another 
run, but shorter this time. With a 
little pang I knew then that my 
fish was a done, but the pang 
quickly passed-it always 
did-and again I gently, 
relentlessly pumped him up, 
shortening line, drawing him in 
to the familiar daisy hoop of 
landing range, kneeling and 
stretching and straining out my 
opposing aching arms like those 
of an extravagant archer. The net 
slipped fairly under him on the 
first try and, clenching my cigar, I 
made my pass and lo! lifted him 
free and dripping from the water. 
"Ah-h-h ... " He was a glowing 
superb spaniel-sized brown. I 
staggered drunkenly away from 
the water and sank anywhere to 
the ground, panting like a 
winded miler. 

"Beautiful, beautiful," I heard 
my forgotten and unwelcome 
visitor saying like a prayer. "I've 
dreamed all this-over a 
thousand times I've dreamed it." 

I tore my feasting eyes away 
from my fish and glowered up at 
the intruder. He was half 
standing in the beached canoe 
now, one hand on the side, trying 
vainly to wrest the cap from a 
bottle, of all things, seeming in 
the dusk to smile uncertainly. I 
felt a sudden chill sense of 
concern, of vague nameless 
alarm. 

"Look, chum," I said, speaking 
lightly, very casually, "is 
everything all O .K. ?" 

"Yes, yes, of course," he said 
shortly, still plucking away at his 
bottle. "There ... I-I'm coming 
now." 

Bottle in hand he stood up and 
d 

took a resolute broad step out of 
the canoe, then suddenly, 
clumsily he lurched and pitched 
forward, falling heavily, cruelly, 
half in the beached canoe and half 
out upon the rocky wet shore. For 
a moment I sat staring ruefully, 
then I scrambled up and started 
running toward him, still holding 
my rod and the netted fish, r ; 

thinking this fisherman was a 

indubitably potted. "No, no, no!" n 

he shouted at me, struggling and F 

scrambling to his feet in a kind of L 
wild urgent frenzy. I halted, i: 
frozen, holding my sagging dead v 
fish as the intruder limped t 

toward me, in a curious sort of r 
t creaking stiffly mechanical limp, a 

the uncorked but still intact bottle C 

held triumphantly aloft in one l-
muddy wet hand, the other hand s 

reaching gladly toward me. a 

"Guess I'll never-get properly " r 
used to this particular battle t 
stripe," he said, slapping his I 
thudding and unyielding right I 
leg. "But how are you, stranger?" c 

he went on, his wet eyes C 

glistening, his bruised face 
r 
a 

smiling. "How about our having 
a drink to your glorious trout r 
-and still another to reunion at ' our old secret fishing spot?"• 
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by Dean d. Poucher 

The danger of the 
eastern diamondback 

rattler·s extinction in South 
Carolina fails to prevent dark fears from shrouding 

the minds of those who meet this reptile unexpectedly. 

The sudden, unexpected buzzing of a 
rattlesnake at close range evokes an 
almost universal reaction from both 
man and beast alike. It is a deep-rooted, 
perhaps instinctive fear. 

The rattlesnake has had a profound 
impact upon the lives of Americans and 
is found nowhere else but in the New 
World. From the days of the pioneers 
these creatures have been the focus of 
more outlandish fiction and folklore 
than most all the notions of Hawthorne 
and Poe combined. Stories handed 
down from generation to generation 
have been embellished in the re-telling 
so that the plain facts about rattlesnakes 
and their actual habits and life histories 
were among the biggest mysteries of 
nature until Laurence Klauber 's 
two-volume "Rattlesnakes" was 
published in the late 1950s. These works 
painstakingly unravel fact from fiction 
and present scientifically proven data 
on a creature that is still held in awe by 
many as being intelligent. But Crotalus 
adamanteus, the eastern diamondback, 
is being pushed back by civilization to 
remote comers of South Carolina, 
where it once was abundant. 

This species is the largest and 
therefore the most dangerous of all 

rattlesnakes found in the United States. 
Its range is the extreme Southeast. The 
size of the snake and the volume of 
venom are directly correspondent. 

The snake feeds by injecting venom 
into live prey through highly 
specialized hollow fangs. This 
specialized form of life is thought to 
have evolved some four million years 
ago based on rare fossil finds of 
rattlesnake skeletons. The venom is 
rapidly circulated throughout the 
system of the intended prey, quickly 
causing death in smaller animals and 

Fanys 

simultaneously beginning a 
pre-digestive action that greatly 
facilitates the snake's own digestive 
system. 

The eastern diamondback's favorite 
food is the rabbit, which, along with 
rats, mice, squirrels, birds, lizards, and 
other small animals must be swallowed 
whole. This is the only species of 
rattlesnake in America which is large 
enough to consume an adult cottontail 
rabbit. The timber rattler and the 
canebrake share the eastern 
diamondback's territory in South 
Carolina and doubtlessly outnumber it 
heavily now. Both of these are large 
snakes of up to six feet maximum 
length, but no other rattler reaches the 
awesome eight-foot maximum length 
and estimated 40 pounds weight of 
Crotalus adamanteus even at the 
extremes . Its average length of five or 
more feet still makes the eastern 
diamondback a very large and 
dangerous snake. 

Klauber documented that rattlesnakes 
mate in the spring and have their young 
in the fall. The young are hatched inside 
the mother. The average litter numbers 
10 young, with each snake about a foot 
long. It is poisonous at birth and must 
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Young 
begin feeding at once to survive its first 
winter. Many don' t. 

An incredible number of legends 
surround the facts about the rattlesnake 
and especially about its bite and its 
effects. It lives an average ofll years in 
the wild, but some have exceeded 20 
years in captivity. It feeds about every 
two weeks. It is· not immune to its own 
venom but does appear to have high 
resistance to it. Although it can climb 
bushes and trees, the rattlesnake is 
rarely found off solid ground. 

Pits 
It is a pit viper, as are all other 

venomous snakes found in South 
Carolina except the coral snake. "Pits" 

are depressions below each eye and 
behind the nostril. These heat- seeking 
devices allow the snake to strike a 
warm-blooded prey with great accuracy 
either day or n ight. 

Because they are cold blooded, they 
are mainly nocturnal in habits but in 
w armer months are frequently 
encountered in shady areas during the 
day. 
· This snake's strike can reach 
three-quarters of its length. Its natural 
colors of tan, cream and brown makes it 
hard to see, especially in dappled forest 
shade . From a stretched-out position, 
the rattlesnake can strike and recoil to 
strike again in about one-fifth of a 
second. The head of a decapitated 
rattlesnake is still dangerous up to one 
hour and the heartbeat has been 
observed to continue two days after the 
head was cut off. 

Its venom is primarily directed at red 
blood cells, carrying enzymes that 
attack the entire circulatory system , but 
the venom can affect the nervous system 
as well . The effects of the venom have 
been documented in detail following 
bites in humans. In almost all cases, 
extreme burning pain is reported in the 
area of the bite . This pain quickly 
spreads and intensifies as the venom is 
absorbed in the tissues. 

Within a few minutes, a number of 
symptoms occur, including dark 
discoloration around the wound and 
rapid swelling that spreads from the 
wound area. The victim may become 
dizzy, chilled or out of breath. These 
and other neurological · 
effects are made 

Out of hunger or fear, a diamondback 
will strike- sometimes 
repeatedly-so quickly that the . \, 

motion can't be followed ,Y-· 
the eye. A rattler usually / 
strikes horizontally or '·'.'

1 
downward, but can stJ:ik: 
upward, backward or.~ f 
at any angle and~.'\( 
cha~ge directio_n q'i/1 
It will rarely strike ~ · · 
than half its length, ) 

.. ~i 
but predictions are ~. , 
impossible with ind,~d 
diamondbacks. 
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worse by fear and anxiety. The effect of 
legend works in favor of the 
rattlesnake's venom to worsen the 
victim's condition. 

The best treatment for snakebite is 
keeping the victim quiet and getting 
immediate attention by a medical 
doctor. All snakebite victims should be 
taken to a doctor, but there are two 
methods of treatment which may help 
when professional assistance cannot be 
reached immediately. 

Commercially sold snakebite kits 
contain either tourniquet and suction 
devices or a chemical package for 
chilling the affected area. If you 
frequent areas where snakebite is a 
possibility, get your doctor 's advice on 
selecting one of these kits and keep it 
with you in your pack, jacket, boat or 
car. 

In Klauber 's 1950 studies, an average 
of 30 people was killed by rattlesnakes 
each year in this country. This average 
has sinced dropped, but rattlesnakes 
remain a danger in many areas of the 
Palmetto State. 

It is not safe to assume there are 
simply no rattlesnakes, 
sometimes even in 
relatively densely 
populated 
areas. 

w~ r,..._ 

The smaller timber and canebrake 
rattlers have shown better survival 
tendencies than the large eastern 
diamondback. But there are certain 
precautions to prevent being bitten by a 
rattlesnake or any other venomous 
snake . 

Th~ list of do's an~ don't:s is long, but Rattles 
walking around at mght without a ..;;;.;..;._...;;;..;;..;;;;.;;;;.._ _______ __......_ __ 
flashlight tops the list. The light should of someone walking near 
be trained on the ground around your them. With its rattles, the snake 
feet. Few people expect to be bitten . The attempts to scare the intruder a,~ay.and 
bite is always described as an thus protect himself from harm. 
unwelcome surprise, and it usually The use of alcohol as an antidote for 
happens when people don' t know what rattlesnake bite persisted for many 
is around their feet or hands. Once they generations and was still considered 
do see the snake, bites usually occur as a effective by much of the medical 
result of trying to capture or kill the community up to the mid 
snake. thirties. Some , ~=+ - • 

Rattlesnakes can be surprised and 
don't always sound their 
rattles in warning. They 
are deaf but can feel the · 
vibrations· 

,J. 
i 

illustrations by Amelia Rose Smith 
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people still beli~ve that a little nip will 
·:prevent snakebite. Others said a 
' rattlesnake would be the victim if it bit a 

person well fortified with strong drink. 
But most are now aware that alcohol in 
the bloodstream only speeds circulation 
of the venom. 

Folklore would prescribe rattlesnake 
hearts, skin, liver, fat, bones and rattles 
to be taken internally or externally for 

_,,. epilepsy, rheumatism, toothache, 
cramps, swelling, venereal disease, 
smallpox, tuberculosis, palsy, 
pneumonia and leprosy. 
Rattlesnake-based concoctions have 

' "never been proven curatives for any of 
these ailments. 

Many people kill any snake they see, 
apparently without realizing the 
enormous control snakes exercise over 
rodents and other pests. Almost 
universally, rattlesnakes are killed when 
encountered. No one really knows the 
status of the eastern diamondback, but 
they are becoming a rarity in South 

Carolina and a few biologists and 
naturalists say their days as a species 
are numbered, at least in this state. 
Therefore, there is a growing 
movement toward the philosophy that 
rattlesnakes, especially the eastern 
diamondback, should only be killed 
when they threaten the life of a human 
being. 

For one who has nearly been bitten 
several times, this philosophy has hard 
sledding. For example, a coon hunter 
dropped by one evening to show me a 
large rattlesnake he'd killed with a shot 
between the eyes from a .22 rifle. The 
hunter ' s hand rested in a shallow box 
on top of the dog carrier built into the 
back of his jeep. Just as he moved his 
hand, the "dead" snake struck violently. 
It thrashed out of the box amid running 

people and howling dogs. My garden 
hoe was used to cut the head nearly off, 
leaving it connected by only a shred of 
skin. Visibly shaken, the hunter 
scooped the snake back into the box and 
backed out of the drive . 

As the jeep started away, the snake 
suddenly reared up just behind the 
canvas flap separating it from the 
hunter, the head bumping grotesquely 
against its body. The apparition 
disappeared into the darkness and 
suddenly every whispered tale of past 
generations came flooding back to me 
and cold fear replaced reason. 

No doubt this same fear has placed 
Crotalus adamanteus, the eastern 
diamondback, near the brink of 
extinction. And someday soon, it may 
push it over. _._ 

A resident of Bluffton, Dean Poucher is the 
information and education consultant for 
South Atlantic Fishery Management 
Council. 
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The Right to Choose 
I have been noticing lately that several 

people have been cancelling their subscrip
tions due to your having stories about hunt
ing included in your subject matter. Appar
ently the anti-hunting "mania" is growing at 
an ever-accelerating pace. 

I hardly hunt enough anymore to be.called 
a " hunter," and can certainly respect anyone's 
views about their desire not to hunt. What I 
cannot respect is someone trying to tell me I 
can or cannot hunt. 

These people often say that game is only 
managed so that hunters wi ll have plenty of 
animals to kill. This statement would be 
partly true of course. But don't they realize 
that without the revenue generated from 
hunters' licenses and ammo taxes, which are 
used toward improving wildlife habitat, that 
several species of wild life wou ld diminish to 
the point where there wouldn 't be enough 
for anyone to enjoy. 

Also, somebody was complaining awh ile 
back about your having too much art-related 
subjects in your magazine. I don't agree. 

Your magazine is perfect the way it is. 
Don 't change a thing about it. Your entire 
staff is to be commended for their f ine work. 

Gordon Parker 
Strawberry Plains, Tennessee 

Too Many Slob Hunters 
I just want to commend you and your staft 

for the very high quality job that you con
tinue to do with South Carolina Wildlife. 

I just wanted to comment on two articles in 
the November-December 1979 issue . First, 
the article : "Students Express Anti-hunting 
Opinions" by Betty Spence-I think I'm be
ginning to share the same feeling as those 
students. In the past 10 years, I believe most 
of the people that I've had a chance to hunt 
with sooner or later during the hunt show 
their true colors-they end up being "slob 
hunters" rather than demonstrating the 
noble sportsman character as was discussed 
in the article by Robert Ruark, "The Brave 
Quai l," concerning the true quality charac
teristics of the late Mr. Baruch. 
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What does it take to show people that it 
takes more macho to be a "noble sportsman " 
than an egotistical, selfish slob hunter? 
Somehow Americans have allowed the "slob 
hunter" to dominate the scene. I know that 
my assoc iates represent a good cross-section 
of individuals, and it's sad to recall all the 
experiences that come to mind concern ing 
people that take over the limit_, shooting be
fore and after the legal hours, and being just 
downright inconsiderate in the field. I have 
lost lots of "friends" over these issues and I 
must say that this loss doesn't grieve me as 
much as knowing that there are so many 
people li ke them, and that their numbers 
seem to outnumber the true sportsmen. 

Keep up your good work. Hopefully you 
can continue to demonstrate such qualities 
of "manhood" in your future issues. I like to 
hunt, but I can 't tolerate 90 percent of the 
hunters I know. 

Thomas A. Terry 
Caledonia, Mississippi 

More Hunting, Please 
Just recently upon returning from Hilton 

Head, a friend brought me several o ld copies 
of your magazine. After reading them on ly 
briefly, I realized what a superior wild li fe 
magazine your state has, quite a bit better 
than our own Virginia Wildlife. 

Following a del ightful reading session with 
these old copies , I promptly ordered my sub
scription to South Carolina Wildlife. 

Having now received my first copy, I am 
much disappointed to find that, unlike the 
old copies I first read , my new issue con
tained only two articles about hunting. 

It appears that your magazine, like Virginia 
Wildlife, has altered its format by lessening its 
hunting theme in an apparent effort to ap
peal to a broader audience. 

A final p lea-ple~e do not forget the hun
ters in your future articles for we supported 
your magazine and many others like it long 
before wildlife, eco logy and conservation 
became the vogue. 

Robert H. Masencup 
Lynchburg, Virginia 

Spring Plowing Considered 
Congratulations on an outstanding 

September-October 1979 South Carolina 
Wildlife . One article, " Down with Fall 
Plowing-Up with Small Game," by Billy 
Mcteer, was of particular interest to those of 
us involved in soil and water conservation . 

D.N. Grimwood 
Richmond, Virginia 

Billy McTeer 's article on fall plowing 
(September-October 1979) was excellent. As 
a quail hunter, I have noticed the direct rela
tionship between leaving crop residue and 
the amount of smal l game available. The 
problem many farmers have here in eastern 
North Carolina is that fields are too wet to 
disk in late January or February. The idea, 
however, is a good compromise and I would 

like to see it work . I feel personally that wait
ing until March or later would be a much 
better practice for those who couldn 't plow 
in the winter. 

You can co nsider me another North 
Caro linan so ld o n your excellent magazine. 

Tony Short 
Trenton, North Carolina 

Another Charleston Artist 
I am very interested in the letter from Mary 

Lynch of Lookout Mountain about a Charles
ton 19t h-century artist, Katherine Middleton 
Huger. Martha Severens' article on Alice 
Ravenel Huger Smith evoked the response 
from Mary Lynch. I don 't know about 
Katherine Middleton Huger, but then I don't 
pretend to be an authority on all Charleston 
artists. It is however very exciting to hear of 
another one. We often tell visitors to the 
studio of Elizabeth O'Neill Verner about 
Henrietta Johnson, wife of the rector of St. 
Phillips-1704-who painted pastel portraits 
of the founders of the city-and about Alice 
Smith and other painters who were all superb 
artists and Charleston ladies. 

Thank you for the glimpse of another one. 
Elizabeth Verner Hamilton 

Charleston 

Editor 's Note: Ms. Lynch, the proud owner 
of a Katherine Huger painting, teaches 
watercolor in the Chattanooga area . She sent 
us the fo llowing excerpt from a Harper 's 
Bazaar article titled "Southern Women in Pro
fessions," which she says was printed in the 
magazine sometime in the 1800s: 

"Katherine Middleton Huger is an artist of 
whom Charleston, S.C., may well be proud. 
Miss Huger 's art career began with an ac
quaintance with Mr. William Hunt of Boston, 
who, observing a spirited sketch made by her 
in his studio - though she was then a 
schoolgirl, and not a pupil-interested him
self in her behalf, and strongly advised her to 
study art professionally. Miss Huger bor
rowed one thousand dollars and went to 
Europe-first to Italy and Algiers, then to Paris . 
Miss Vegnamn, the clever Danish artist-who 
was, perhaps, the strongest exhibitor in the 
Danish Department at the World's Fair-was 
her friend in Paris, and Gerome her critic. 
Coming back to America, she resumed her 
studies, under Kenyon Cox, Thomas Eakins 
and Chase. 

Miss Huger is now a member of the Art 
Student's League, the Woman 's Art Club and 
one of the founders of the Water-Color Club, 
and an exhibitor in most of the annual ex
hibitions of New York and Boston. Though 
once entirely burned out, she has again 
gathered some int~resting things together in 
her studio. On her wa lls are "Washerwoman 
in the Tennessee Mountains" and the "Hop
Pickers, " both from recent exhibitions. Miss 
Huger took the first prize for Water-Colors at 
the New Orleans Centennial, and has one or 
two designs marked with the seal of approval 
of the World's Fair." 
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Short Life in Paradise 
In reference to the article, "Carolinians Die 

Early," November-December issue: While we 
South Carol inians may not live as long as the 
rest of the country, my, but how we do live in 
the time that we have in our sportsman 's 
paradise! 

Richard F. Ferden 
Georgetown 

Good Luck to Culler 
We were so sorry to learn of Mr. Culler 

leaving as editor of South Carolina Wildlife 
magazine. We enjoy this magazine and have 
been interested in watching it grow and de
velop into quite an interesting and enlighten
ing magazine. I surely hope the magazine 
can be carried on in the same way, and I also 
wish Mr. Culler good luck in his new job with 
Outdoor Life . 

Mrs . Virginia W. Stevenson 
Orangeburg 

Notes on Names 
Your November-December South Carolina 

Wildlife came yesterday, and I have enjoyed 
"Nine Times to Pocotaligo" very much . It is 
extremely well done, and I appreciate your 
efforts in turning out an excellent articl e. 

I have already had letters from people over 
the state commending it. Mr. John Kershaw 
de Loach of Camden wrote that he found the 
sketch very interesting but pointed out your 
one minor inaccuracy. This was stating that 
Kershaw County was named for Major Gen
eral Joseph Kershaw. The county was named 
for Colonel Joseph Kershaw, early settler in 
the region and co lonel during the American 
Revolution. The town of Kershaw was named 
for Major General Joseph Brevard Kershaw of 
the Confederate Army. Mr. de Loach 's desire 
for accuracy is understandable since he is a 
direct descendant of both Kershaws. 

I much appreciate your excellent brief his
tory of Names in South Carolina, stating also 
where the issues and books can be secured. 

Your entire magazine is exceedingly good , 
and I have enjoyed reading portions of it. 

Claude Henry Neuffer 
Editor, Names in South Carolina 

Columbia 

In reference to "Nine Times to Pocotaligo" 
(November-December 1979), the article says 
the towns of Norway, Sweden, Finland and 
Switzerland were named for Scandinavian 
countries after Denmark was named after the 
Denmark family. 

Denmark, Norway and Sweden I' ll buy 
and Finland is fairly close, although not rea lly 
part of Scandinavia, BUT SWITZERLAND? 

Would you like a map of Europe? 
Regarding Frogmore, it was part of the 

royal estate of Windsor, birthplace of Louis 
Mountbatten (born "of Bettenberg"), grand
son of Victoria. 

Sterling Sherman 
Atlanta, Georgia 

A Hard Nut on Snakes 
I don't know why I'm picking out just one 

subject except that my interest in snakes 
goes back to a very young age. The article in 
March-April 1979 on "Who's Watching the 
Snakes?" by J. Whitfield Gibbons is one of 
the best and most comprehensive articles on 
the subject that I have ever seen! Everybody 
should read and re-read it! 

All through the Scouts, the Air Force Re
serve and private veterinary practice, it has 
been a field o-n which I have had to enlight
en and be enlightened so many times. I have 
in my office mounted specimens to try to 
help ed ucate the people whom I have come 
in contact with. I'm afraid the genera l public 
is a hard nut on this subject (there-ain 't-no
good-snake-but-a-dead-snake theory holds 
many in its throes). But I certainly appreciate 
your exce llent coverage of the subject!!! 

I might add that although I've neverwrittef) 
in, I did get a staff member over to take a 
picture of a honeycomb several years ago 
and of course I enjoy every issue and mostly 
every article. The photography is the best I've 
ever seen. Also , my son Mack enjoyed sum
mer before last in the Y.C.C. group at Garnet. 
(Wish it could have been me!) Keep up the 
good work . 

Robert R. Hirshberg, D. V.M. 
Sumter 

Memories of Drum Fishing 
I am in school in Charleston and would like 

to try my hand at drum fishing from the surf. I 
haven't done any surf fishing since I was a 
small boy about 8 years old. My grandfather 
lived outside Southport, North Carolina, and 
around late September and October we 
would hit the beaches around four o'clock in 
the afternoon and sometimes fish until after 
midnight. Many of the memories are vivid 
like cold surf, salt-stinging cuts and scrapes 
and those muscle-trying endless struggles 
with 10-, 15- and once a 24-pound drum! 

Your article in South Carolina Wildlife 
(July-August 1979) brought back the smell of 
the spray (especially the photo on the beach) 
and memories were awakened and the urge 
grabbed me. 

John Patrick 
Charleston 

Sturgeon-An Aphrodisiac? 
To man 's uses of the sturgeon as noted in 

the communication by Harry Suttle (Readers' 
Forum of the May-June 1979 issue of South 
Carolina Wildlife) may be added another. 

Many years ago I knew an ancient fisher
man who lived in a tiny shack on the Georgia 
side of the Savannah just below the Lock and 
Dam near Augusta. Mr. Seago caught stur
geon on occasion and had ready markets for 
the roe and flesh . Also, according to local 
tradition , and sworn to by many old timers, 
the gonads of the male fish had aphrodisiacal 
powers. Once he told me that he had stand
ing orders with several old gents in Augusta 

and North Augusta to let them know im
mediately when he caught a male sturgeon . 
These optimists then attended a fry at Mr. 
Seago's shack for which they paid him hand
some fees . If true, and I had no reason to 
doubt his word , this interesting sidelight may 
be somewhat noteworthy; maybe here is 
another market unexploited by our commer
cial fishermen , especially in light of the in
creasing number of oldsters in our society. 

Tips on River Trips 

William E. Hardy 
Pickens 

My husband and son had just returned 
from a rafting trip on Section IV of the Chat
tooga when we received the July-August 
edition of 5. C. Wildlife . You can imagine their 
enthusiasm when they looked at the cover 
and read the article "Section IV! " Reading the 
article, they re-lived the thrifls, ~xcitement, 
and even danger that each of the rapids, 
rocks and falls hold ; and they have enjoyed 
showing friends this journalistic proof of the 
beauty and adventure they experienced that 
day. 

Sandra Ballentine 
Wilson, N.C. 

In your1977 September-October issue you 
had an article on the trip down the Congaree 
River to Charleston. 

My family plus two other families made the 
trip . I have yet to find a suitable word to 
describe the trip. 

During the preparations for the trip , we 
tried to include things that we would need. It 
was a real experience to be able to make a 
trip like this . We made the trip the first of 
October. 

With the help of South Carolina Wildlife 
staff and the fish hunt map I acquired , the 
trip went off without a mishap. We had beau
tiful weather and the scenery was fantastic. 

I think the most important part of prepar
ing for the trip was to leave a float plan with 
local g._ime wardens and friends. I just 
wanted to thank you for the article and all the 
help we had. 

It was a first time for all of us and it was a 
beautiful feeling to be among God's cre
ations and really enjoy it. 

Thanks for all the help. 

A Timely Reminder 

Ray Mozingo 
Heath Springs 

I love the mood, background, settings that 
your authors provide. The drawings, photog
raphy and paintings do follow-up superbly to 
compliment every other quality in South 
Carolina Wildlife . The paper and information 
are great. Your concerns for all creatures in
the-wild are so genuine and commendable; 
as well as is your timely reminder (July
August 1979 issue) lest we forget the wrath 
and havoc inherent in major tropical storms 
in coastal areas . Thanks and best wishes. 

John J. Kearins 
Raleigh, N.C. 
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Don't Forget the Throw Cane by Mike Creel 

The basic bamboo fishing pole is 
just as effective a fish-getter as it 
ever was and may even have a few 
plusses over its man-engineered 
competitors. 

At the approach of each summer during 
my boyhood, the first order of business was 
to get my fishing gear all lined up. My angling 
armament then consisted of a light bamboo 
cane, some fire-glow yellowish-green cork 
bobbers, a package of small split shot or 
twist-on leads strip and some No. 6 and 8 
wire hooks, always the blued ones, with 
brown as second cho ice, but nothing gold
plated. When running low on any of these 
items, I'd spend the afternoon at the 
hardware store, stocking up and checking 
out the new pocketknives and hatchets. 

When my throw cane was broken or 
somehow out of whack, the business be
came more serious. Selecting the right fish
ing pole from a trash can of bamboo canes 
took time. Each potential pole had to be held 
aloft and shaken vigorously to check for tip 
action, balance and weight. One too whippy 
or overstiff would not do. Each joint was 
scrutinized for defects, cracks and worm 
holes . 

Sometimes none of the canes seemed 
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adequate, but once in a blue moon I would 
locate two Jim Dandys at one time. Unwilling 
to leave such treasures dangling before an 
unappreciative public, I'd usually scrape up 
the funds to buy one new throw cane pole 
and one spare in case my main pole broke or 
my fishing buddy needed one. 

Since the invention of so many man-made 
fishing poles, the whole business of choos
ing, rigging and using a bamboo cane for 
fishing has been pushed into the 
background of angling. Those handy-dandy 
fiberglass poles that telescope out to more 
than 10 feet and collapse to three feet have 
dimmed the sales of cane poles. 

But the old bamboo throw cane is just as 
effective for catching fish today as it ever was, 
and, in fact, may have a few plussesover its 
man-engineered competitors. Compared to 
rod and reel , canes are relatively inexpensive 
and versatile. They are also cost-savers when 
it comes to buying a fishing license. South 
Carolina anglers using a cane pole may le
gally fish in most waters of the state without a 
special license or permit except for a few 
lakes and reservoirs (Lake Marion, Moultrie, 
Murray, Greenwood, Wylie, Fishing Creek 
and Wateree; Clark Hill and Stevens Creek, 
Hartwell , Jocassee and Keowee) where a 
$1.50 permit is required. 

The same restrictions applying to cane 
poles also apply to man-made fishing poles. 
Both are essentially a simple pole with line 
and hook attached. When a reel for casting is 
added, however, the pole then becomes a 
piece of equipment that requires the user to 
purchase a fishing license. Children under14 
years of age and veterans permanently and 
totally disabled are not required to purchase 
a fishing license regardless of the type of 
tackle they use or where they fish in the state. 

Bamboo fishing poles save the angler 
money in the initial purchase, bring in fish 
just as big as manufactured tackle, and add to 
the pastime's dimension of simplicity by re
turning to the old-time way of doing things. 
Use of the bamboo cane or the swamp reed 
as a fishing wand dates back to times of the 

~ ......::::.:--_ Egyptian pharaohs and even earlier. This 
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_ _ basic pole is often the best choice 
=-.. . of equipment for teaching 

- a child or newcomer 
to fish as well as for 

/ a veteran angler to 
bring home a mess 

of crappie or bream . 
The bamboo 

pole is quite versatile 
in that it can be rigged 

for many different 
types of fishing. It's a live 

/ bait pole with a cork float. 
' <-- ~ 1> . r ..,,_ 

It's a lead line pole for a snaggy swamp pool. 
Lengthen the line and leave off any lead and 
cork and it's an ideal popping bug pole. Buy 
an extra-large bamboo cane and you've got 
the makings of a first class jigger cane for 
bass. 

I've always liked to rig my throw cane-a 
10- to 12-foot one is best to handle-with a 
combination of black, braided nylon line and 
a leader of transparent monofilament. About 
two feet from the base of the cane, tie the 
black line securely with several square knots. 
Then spiral the line around the pole toward 
the tip. As the winding line nears the tip, say a 
foot away, make a half hitch every three or 
four inches . 

Once at the end of the pole, the tip can be 
finished off in a number of ways: several half 
hitches wrapped with thread and glued with 
waterproof cement, half hitches wrapped 
with narrow plastic tape or a whip finish 
where you wrap line over itself . Some people 
just leave a loop at the pole 's end and tie a 
different line on there, but I prefer continu
ing with the same black line for about three 
to four feet past the tip. Then I join the black 
line with some 10- or 12-pound-test monofil
ament using a pair of clinch knots. I continue 
with enough monofilament to go one to two 
feet past the butt of the pole. 

If you want to fish with a popping bug, just 
tie on the bug with a clinch knot and you 're 
ready for business. To use live bait such as 
crickets, earthworms or minnows, slide a 
cork float up the line, tie on a hook-size six 
or eight for most panfish but larger for bass 
and crappie-and add a small lead bit of strip 
or splitshot lead about two inches above the 
hook . To rig a lead line for snatching war
mouth or mollies out of the swamp, just 
clamp two buckshot-sized lead shot onto the 
line three to four inches above a number six 
or four long-sharked wire hook-one that 
will bend when you get hung up as you' re 
bound to do. Tough Carolina blue worms are 
best for a lead line, and on a lead line pole I 
like to have a stiffer, stronger tip than normal 
and use a 20-pound black line totally from 
pole butt to hook. 

These are the basics for cane pole fishing. 
All you need to do is add the time for fishing, 
a likely-looking pond or creek and an eager 
but patient angler of any age. At least once a 
year, I leave my big tackle box and rod and 
reel in the closet and replace them with a 
bamboo cane, a few hooks, corks and leads. 
With grubbing hoe in hand for worm dig
ging, I walk down a grown-up path to a little 
swamp run called the Rock Hole, a tiny trib
utary of Poplar Hill Branch and the Black 
Mingo Creek. I am a little boy again and the 
fish are there. Then,oops-my cork is gone! .--, 
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SURVIVOR 
Pelican Finds Home After Storm 

Vicki, the wayward pelican 
who is a refugee of Hurricane 
David , now has a good home in 
the animal forest at Charlestown 
Landing. 

A late fledging bird , Vicki was 
displaced by storm surges cre
ated by the September hur
ricane that washed the juvenile 
pelican from its Deveaux Bank 
nest. By all rights , the bird 
should have died a natural 
death by the storm's actions. 

Wild animals, including birds, 
take care of themselves. They 
live and they die naturally, and 
state wildlife officials usually do 
not encourage feeding wild 
animals. But since this bird is 
endangered , " we th ink we 
should attempt to save the bird 
as an individual ," says Pris 
Knight, an employe in the 
wildlife d e partment 's en
dangered species section. 

Now an attraction at Charles
town Landing with two other 
adult pelicans, the juvenile Vicki 
ambles down the boardwalk of 
the animal forest in her awkward 
jumping gait and seeks hand
outs from visitors . 

It's not the ideal situation for a 
pelican, a wild bird that is most 
magnificent perched majesti
cally on a piling or gliding grace
fully over the waves of nearby 
beaches, wings outstretched to 

take advantage of prevailing air 
currents. 

But it is a living. 
Following up a report from 

Kiawah Island personnel, Knight 
found Vicki in "a pretty rundown 
condition" following the hur
ricane. 

A loca l veterinarian deter
mined her main health problem, 
which was hunger. After about 
three weeks of feeding and re
covery at the Marine Resources 
Center at Fort Johnson, where 
the coastal endangered species 
office is situated, Knight figured 
it was time to release Vicki into 
the wild where she could make 
an honest living as a fish-eating 
pelican . 

Ann Starch of Edisto Island 
agreed to return the bird to De
veaux Bank, but Vicki flew out of 
the Starch's yard , taking to the 
wild on her own. Only it didn 't 
quite work out that way. 

For about three weeks, re
ports Knight, "we kept get
ting reports of a pelican sitting 
around in various places mooch
ing food. " Vicki sported a bright 
wing-band identification mark. 

Apparently, Vicki has lost her 
ability to function as a fish
grabbing pelican and must de
pend on human feeding for her 
livelihood. It's possible that she 
never developed the ability to 

CORRECTION 
In the November-December" 

1979 issue of South Carolina 
Wildlife, information in the 
Roundtable article "Steel Shot: 
Fewer Waterfowl Wasted 
With Its Use," was erron
eously attributed to the Na
tional Shooting Sports Founda
tion . 

This information actually 
originated with Lydall Inc., 
Superior Ball , a manufacturer of 
stee l shot. 

"Where steel shot is required 
by law, hunters should use it," A. 
H. Rohlfing, NSSF Executive Di-

rector, says. " The National 
Shooting Sports Foundat ion 
leaves the question of efficiency 
in steel shot versus lead shot up 
to the game biologists and ballis
ticians." 

South Carolina Wildlife re
grets this mistake. For a different 
viewpoint than that of Superior 
Ball , readers may request a re
port on steel shot by Herman 
Bockstru ck of Winchester
Western by writing to Dr. Edward 
L. Kozicky, Director of Conserva
tion , Olin, Winchester Group, 
East Alton , Illinois, 62024. 

Assisted by Neil Burns , Animal Forest employe (center), Phil 
Wilkinson , pelican expert, checks Vicki at Charlestown 
Landing. Vicki was found by Pris Knight (right), an employe of the 
endangered species section at the wildlife department. 

fish for herse lf since this some
times happens with immature 
pelicans. 

Wildlife biologist Phil Wilkin
son, Knight's co l 
league, explained that 
a small percentage of 
the annual crop of 
fledging pelicans fail to 
develop normally and don't 
acquire an ability to feed 
themselves. They die and this 
is natural, says Wilkinson . 
Wilkinson is the state 's pelican 
expert and was recently named 
to the national pelican recovery 
team by the U.S. Fish ~ 
Wildlife Service. ~ 

While the wildlife 
department does not 

should be made to the Fort 
Johnson office. The caller 
should note the numbers on any 
bands the bird may be wearing. 

Meanwhile Vicki is making a 
lot of friends for the Eastern 
brown pelican at Charlestown 

Landing, a park near 
Charleston managed by 

the South Carolina 
Department 

of Parks, Re
creation and 

have the personnel to D. dt bl 
respond to every ani- .n_QUfl a e 
mal call, reports of in-
jured or dead pelicans 



Al Stokes, marine biologist, ha1Vests freshwater prawns from a 
catch basin in the Dennis Wildlife Center pond at Bonneau. 

STUDY: 

Prawn Farming 
Experiences 
Good Year 

Raising freshwater prawns for 
a profit in South Carolina took 
one more step toward reality 
when another successful harvest 
of prawns was made in October 
from experimental ponds at the 
Dennis Wildlife Center, a state 
hatchery and research facility. 

"Stocking juvenile prawns at 
lower densities and more fre
quent adjustment of feeding 
rates resulted in a better harvest 
of larger animals and at a lower 
cost than in previous years, " says 
Ted Smith, marine scientist at 
the Marine Resources Research 
Institute in Charleston . 

Smith did not encourage pri
vate landowners to take up 
prawn farming just yet, but he 
was optimistic about the im
proved economic outlook of the 
industry. 

Freshwater prawns, distantly 
related to saltwater shrimp, are 
native to tropical climates and 
will not survive the South 

Carolina winter. They are 
stocked in specially designed 
ponds in the spring and har
vested in the fall. 

Several hundred pounds of 
prawns were test-marketed and 
sold well at seafood retail outlets 
in Charleston, according to 
Smith. 

Seafood dealers were im
pressed witf:i their quality and 
pleased at how readily consum
ers accepted this new product," 
Smith said. 

Researchers at the Charleston 
Laboratory of the National Ma
rine Fisheries Service currently 
are working on ways to freeze 
and process prawns as well as 
studying the nutrient makeup of 
the prawns. 

In the future, researchers will 
work with potential shrimp 
farmers to test how well experi
mental techniques can be 
applied to actual commercial 
conditions, Smith said. -• 

AMERICANS FAVOR HUNTING FOR FOOD 
A first report of a three-year 

compreh~nsive study on Ameri
can attitudes toward wildlife re
vealed that Americans generally 
support hunting, especially sub
sistence hunting and hunting 
when the meat is used for food. 
The study was conducted by Dr. 
Steven Kellert of Yale University. 

Among the findings: 
Attitudes toward hunting de

pended on the purpose of the 
hunt. The public overwhelm
ingly supported traditional na
tive American subsistence hunt
ing and also supported hunting 
exclusively for meat, regardless 
of who hunted. 

Sixty-four percent approved 
of hunting for recreation if the 
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meat was used, but about 60 
percent opposed hunting just 
for sport or recreation . More 
than 80 percent opposed trophy 
hunting. 

Although some observers 
have linked anti-hunting senti
ment with an anti-wildlife man
agement attitude, results of the 
study did not support this. 

Sixty percent of members of 
humane organizations and 61 
percent of members of organ
izations opposed to sport hunt
ing supported government 
programs to "control " popula
tions of deer and ducks . 

When asked about possible 
sources of funding for wildlife 
management programs , the 

public indicated stronger sup
port for taxes on consumptive 
activities, such as buying fur, 
than on nonconsumptive uses, 
such as bird watching. 

Eighty-two percent favored a 
sales tax on fur clothing from 
wild animals; 75 percent favored 
entrance fees to wildlife refuges 
and other public wildlife areas. 
Seventy-one percent favored a 
sales tax on off-road vehicles. 

Fifty-seven percent favored in
creasing the amount of general 
tax on revenues for wildlife 
management and placing a sales 
tax on backpacking and camping 
equipment. And 54 percent fa
vored taxes on bird watching 
supplies and equipment. 

Attitudes toward many issues 
varied considerably according to 
the respondent's age, sex, edu
cational level, place of residence 
and other factors . 

For example, support for pro
tecting endangered species was 
strongest among the highly 
educated, people under 35, res
idents of areas with more than 
one million population , people 
with high incomes, profession
als and residents of the Pacific 
Coast and Alaska. 

Older persons, those with less 
than an eighth grade education, 
farmers, rural residents and 
Southerners were more likely to 
oppose protecting endangered 
species. a 
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Slam Winners Honored 
With Wildlife Banquet 

Seven South Carolina sports
men who qualified for the state 
wildlife department's rigorous 
Carolina Slam program were 
recognized recently at a ban
quet. 

Johnny Evans, chief of public 
affairs for the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, told the audience, 
" We now look to th ese 
sportsmen to be living examples 
of good sportsmanship, which 
should be the byword of every 
sportsman in South Carolina. 

"These men have proved their 
skill as hunters and anglers," 
Evans said, "and, to the best of 
our knowledge, have acco m
plished these requirements of 
the Carolina Slam in a manner 
that befits and adds credibility to 
every sportsman. " 

The Carolina Slam is a pro
gram sponsored each year by 
the wildlife department to en
courage South Carolina's hun
ters and fishermen to participate 
in a diversity of hunting and fish
ing activities. 

The program also seeks to 
identify the top sportsmen in 
South Carolina through their 
hunting and fishing skill s and to 
promote good sportsmanship 
and conservation among the 
state's hunters and fi shermen. 

Wildlife commiss ion chair
man J. Drake Edens Jr., before 
presenting the Slam winners 
with award plaques, said "A lot 
of us would be real proud to be 
included among the qualifiers. 
It's a real accomplishment. " 

Qualifiers for the second Slam 
were : 

-Randy Bickley of Newberry, 
the only two-time qualifier, w ith 
a 15-inch mountain trout ; a tur
key gobbl er; a 26-pound , 
2-ounce striped bass ; and a 
7-pound, 9-ounce largemouth 
bass. 

-Sammy Thompson o f 
Summerton , qualifying with a 
111 4/8-point white-tailed deer; a 
turkey gobbler; a 7-pound, 14-
ounce largemouth bass and a 
17-inch mountain trout. 

Slam winners for 1979 were: standing, left to right, Tommy Rushin, Butch Barnhill, Sammy 
Thompson, Danny Duncan; sitting, Bobby Brown, Robert Rodgers, Randy Bickley. Commission 
chairman J. Drake Edens Jr. (center, standing) presented th e awards. 

-Robert Q. Rodgers Jr. ot 
Rock Hill qualified by securing a 
128 5/a -point white-tailed deer; a 
turkey gobbler; a 7-pound, 12-
ounce largemouth bass; and an 
18-pound, 12-ounce king mack
erel. 

-To mm y Ru s hin of 
Edgefield met requirements by 
securing a 130 6/8-point white
tailed deer, which also was listed 
in the South Carolina state rec
ord book; a turkey gobbler; a 
7-pound, 4-ounce largemouth 
bass; and a 16-inch mountain 
trout. 

- Edward D. Barnhill Jr. of Co
lumbia met the requirements 
with a turkey gobbler; a 21-inch 
mountain trout ; a 28-pound, 
4-ounce king mackerel; and a 
30-pound, 4-ounce striped bass. 

-Ro bert R. Brown Jr. of 
Winnsboro secured a 121 6/8-
po int white-tailed deer; a turkey 
gobbler ; a 20½-inch mountain 
trout ; and a 7-pound, 5-ounce 

largemouth bass. 
- Danny Duncan of Catawba 

quali fied w ith a 125 5/a -point 
white-tai led deer (taken with 

bow and arrow) ; a turkey gob
bler; a 15-inch mountain trout; 
and an 18-pound, 8-ounce king 
mackerel. • 
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Jeff Fuller, director of wildlife and freshwater fisheries, measures a 
trophy rack. Department employes will be measuring racks 
throughout March. 
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CONGRESS CONSIDERING BILL 
TO INCREASE FISHERY REVENUE 

If passed, the proposed bill would provide money for construct
ing new fishing piers and artificial reefs. 

A bill currently being consid
ered by Congress would boost 
federal sport fishery aid to the 
states through the Fish Restora
tion Act by some $100 million 
annually. 

If passed, South Carolina's 
share would be an estimated $1.2 
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million per year for the state 
fishery budget. This would add 
appreciably to the state wildlife 
department's freshwater fish
eries budget, which currently 
stands at around $1 .1 million . 

The bill would expand the 29-
year-old Fish Restoration Act, 

known as the Dingell-Johnson 
program, through federal excise 
taxes on sport fishing tackle not 
now taxed under the program. 
Small boats, motors and trailers, 
which are not taxed under the 
current act, would be taxed un
der the expanded DJ program. 

DJ is a 29-year-old program of 
federal assistance to sport fish
ing. It is funded by a 10 percent 
excise tax paid by fishermen on 
fishing rods, reels, creels, artifi
cial lures and flies. It is used for 
state grants to improve sport 
fishing . 

"DJ has been a model pro
gram, extremely popular with 
states, very low in administrative 
costs , with an outstanding rec
ord of accomplishment," state 
fishery biologist Charles Moore 
said recently. 

Since DJ funds are appor
tioned to the state by a formula 
which considers the number of 
licensed fishermen in the state, 
South Carolina's federal share 
would be greater if all fishermen 
were licensed. Cane pole 
fishermen and saltwater anglers 
are not licensed in South 
Carolina, however. 

Under the law, funds would 
be available for marine sport 
fishery management and for 
education, two areas not funded 
under the present law. 

According to Moore, the DJ 
program should be expanded 
because the number of actual 
and potential anglers continues 
to increase each year, placing 
even heavier burdens on our 
lakes, streams, ponds and coast
al fishing waters. 

"Considering the greater de
mand for water for industrial and 
other direct uses, the state 
fishery managing agencies sim
ply cannot expand their pro
grams to keep pace with the 
growing demands without addi
tional funds," Moore said. "Just 
the increased costs due to infla
tion create a serious funding 
problem. The problem is not 
one which can be dealt with by 
half-hearted measures . A major 

increase in available dollars is 
essential. License fees will not 
furnish the needed finances be
cause they are only increased in 
small amounts-usually long 
after the needs have outgrown 
the effects of the new money." 

The proposed legislation pro
vides for additional sport fishing 
funds from a 3 percent excise tax 
paid by fishing boat, motor and 
boat-trailer manufacturers. 

"This modest increase will 
likely be passed along to the 
fisherman /boater in the price of 
his new boat," Charles Moore 
said. "In addition, the existing10 
percent DJ excise tax will be ex
tended to most other forms of 
sport fishing tackle. " 

The proposed legislation pro
vides excise tax exemption for 
commercial fishermen and other 
commercial boating uses, boats 
longer than 25 feet, and hy
droplanes, sailboats and kayaks. 
Almost all of the money will be 
distributed to the 50 states and 
tenitories in the form of match
ing grants ($3/federal to $1/state) . 
Each state's share is determined 
by its number of licensed sport 
fishermen and by the state's 
local land and water area. 

The maximum that a state can 
receive is 5 percent of total col
lections and the minimum that a 
state can receive is 1 percent. No 
more than 4 percent of the avail
able flJnds may be used by the 
federal government to adminis
ter the program. 

Each state decides exactly how 
to spend its DJ funds but all such 
funds must be dedicated to im
provement of sport fishing. 
Some examples of possible use 
are lake construction, new boat 
ramps, purchase of land and de
velopment for fishing access 
points, striped bass stocking, 
artificial reef and fishing pier 
construction, stream improve
ments , research , lake and 
stream restoration , and fish 
hatchery construction and oper
ation. 

"The bill will enable the states 
to meet their responsibility to 



manage water resources and 
improve fishing," Moore con
tinued . "New boat, motor and 
boat trailer costs may increase 
slightly although inflation has al
ready resulted in much larger 
annual increases. Improved fish
ing will sell more boats, motors 
and trailers ." 

Supporting expansion of the 
DJ program are most major 
American conservation and 
sport fishing organizations in
cluding the American Fisheries 
Society, Trout Unlimited, Na
tional Wildlife Federation, 
Wildlife Management Institute, 
International Association of Fish 

and Wildlife Agencies, Michigan 
United Conservation Clubs, 
Bass Anglers Sportsman Society, 
Izaak Walton League, Federation 
of Fly Fishermen, American 
League of Anglers, Northwest 
Steelheaders, the Clean Water 
Action Project, National Coali
tion for Marine Conservation 
and the Atlantic States Marine 
Fisheries Commission. 

Currently there are two prin
cipal groups who object to an 
excise tax on boats, motors and 
trailers used in sport fishing. 
Budget officials in the adminis
tration and tax experts in the 
Congress object to the creation 

All funds from the new bill must be used for improvements to 
sport fishing, such as development of access points, stream im
provements and stocking of striped bass and other new species. 

of ear-marked funds that go to 
special purposes outside the 
regular budget-setting process. 

"These opponents argue that 
the needs of a program should 
be so well demonstrated that the 
appropriation of funds in the 
regular budget cycle would pro
vide whatever is needed, " 
Moore said. "This argument 
overlooks the highly successful 
wildlife and fisheries programs. 

"The other opponent is the 
boat, motor and trailer industry, 
which fears that a 3 percent ex
cise tax would put them at a sales 
disadvantage compared to the 
rest of the sport or leisure time 
industry," he said. "Studies show 

Teacher packets promoting 
National Wildlife Week are 
being distributed to South 
Carolina teachers, Scouts and 
4-H leaders and others work
ing with yo uth in a cooperative 
effort between the South 
Carolina Wildlife Federation 
and the state wildlife depart
ment's Division of Law En
forcement. 

State w ildlife conservation 
officers who volunteered their 
participation in the effort to 
disseminate the packets have 

that 70 to 80 percent of recre
ational boating is for fishing. A 
1970 study by Dartmouth Col
lege recommended adding 
boats and motors to items taxed 
under DJ. For non-fishing boats, 
the record shows that DJ money 
has been used to build hun
dreds of fishing lakes, virtually 
all open to non-fishing boaters." 

The 50 states have developed 
more than 3,600 boating access 
areas with fishermen's money 
and thousands more access 
areas are needed. Though de
veloped with fishermen's 
money, virtually all are used by 
non-fishing boaters who have 
not shared in the cost ... -, 

worked hard since January to 
get the packets into the hands 
of teachers and others who can 
use them to promote w ild life 
conservation among the state's 
young people. 

Anyone wishing a packet 
should write: Teacher Packet, 
P. 0. Box 4186, Columbia, S.C. 
29240. Send 60 cen ts pe r 
packet to cover postage and 
handling. If ordering five or 
more packets, postage and 
handling charges wi ll be billed 
at the time of mailing . . -, 
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Guide Available . . . . . . 

On Shellfishing 

The 60-page guide will tell how to gather, clean and cook oysters, 
clams, shrimp and crab. 

A 60-page , photo-packed 
guide entitled "A Recreational 
Guide to Oystering, Clamming, 
Shrimping and Crabbing in 
South Caro lina" is now available 
for $2 from the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department. 

The guide contains informa
tion on the natural history of 
shellfish, how-to information on 
gathering, cleaning and cook
ing various species, harvesting 
laws and regulations, and de
tail'ed maps. 

"To offset skyrocketing print
ing costs and a greatly increased 
demand for this type of informa
tion, the guide is being printed 
by the -South Carolina Marine 
Research and Conservation 
Foundation," explained Charles 
Moore , head of the depart
ment's recreational fishing sec-

tion. 
All proceeds from the sale of 

the guide will go to the founda
tion to further its goals and ob
jectives. 

The South Carolina Marine 
Research and Conservation 
Foundation exists to provide 
opportunities fo r marine re
search and to insure the wise 
use of the state's marine re
sources. To meet these goals, 
the foundation carri'es out edu
cation, research and conserva
tion activities. 

Checks and money orders 
should be made out to the 
" South Carolina Marine Re
search and Conservation Foun
dation ." Write Recreational 
Fisheries , Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department, P. 0 . 
Box 12559, Charleston, So uth 
Carolina, 29412 .-• 

ADVICE OFFERED ON BEACH CRASS . . . . . 

Dr. John Manzi, director of the Folly Beach Erosion Workshop, looks over grass planted by Lawrence 
Ridgeway to protect his Folly Beach home. 
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Information on the planting of 
beach grass to stabilize sand 
dunes is now avai lable to prop
erty owners from the South 
Carolina Marine Resources Re
search Institute. 

Dr. John Manzi , a marine sci
entist at the institution, says 
many beachfront property 
owners have expressed an inter
est in planting grass on dunes 
that were rebuilt after the de
struction of Hurricane David. 

"American beach grass is rec
ommended for this area, be
cause once it becomes estab
lished, it spreads quickly by un
derground stems to form a 
dense cover, " he explained. 

American beach grass is avail
ab le from severa l nurseries 
and should be planted during 
the fa ll and winter. 

For more information , contact 
Dr. John Manzi, P. 0. Box 12559, 
Charleston , South Caro lina, 
29412, telephone : 795-6350 .. • 



New Unit Recovers 
More Stolen Boats, Motors 

Good detective work com
bined with the wizardry of a 
computer is proving effective 
against boat and outboard 
motor thieves, according to state 
boating administrators. 

"There has been a drastic im
provement in recoveries of 
boats and motors within the last 
year,"said W.C. West, boat titling 
and registration administrator. 

About a year ago, West said, 
an investigative arm was estab
lished in the wildlife depart
ment's Registration and Titling 
Section . "Since its inception," 
he continued , " investigations 
have turned up several cases of 
fraud as well as cases of stolen 
boats and motors." 

By the end of the year, some 20 
outboard motors, 30 watercraft, 
four automobiles and one 
mobile home had been recov
ered by West 's investigator 
Jimmy Brazelle, a 31-year-old 
former detective lieutenant with 
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the Lexington County Sheriff's 
Department. 

Brazelle, a large affable fellow 
who shows an unusua l en
thusiasm for his work, has been 
in law enforcement since 1970, 
but Brazelle says he has learned 
a lot since moving over to the 
wildlife department one year. 
This job, he says, is a little dif
ferent from investigating 
homicides and other crimes. 

"This job takes a little more 
finesse, " said Brazelle. "A lot of 
information has to be co llected 
before a case can be made." 

Public relations is also an im
portant part of the job. Brazelle 
works closely with insurance 
companies, banks, lending in
stitutions and local police and 
sheriff's departments. 

In fact, Brazelle's greatest ac
complishment may be making 
other law enforcement agencies 
more aware of boating theft. 
Local police are working directly ., 
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Wildlife department biologist Joe Smith displays a flounder, one 
of 3,000 to be tagged in the next few months. 

with Brazelle to recover stolen 
boats and outboard motors, 
West says. 

In Brazelle's one year with the 
wildlife department, he has 
been involved in more than 300 
cases. When sufficient evidence 
is developed, the case is turned 
over to the local solicitor 's office 
for prosecution . As for convic
tions, Brazelle said, "We' re bat
ting 100 percent." 

Most of Brazelle's leads on 
thefts come from the wildlife 
department's computer and the 
computer keeps him busy. Titl
ing and registration, along with 
the computer, are making it 
tough for boat and motor thieves 
in South Carolina, Brazelle says. 

"My job is made a lot easier by 
the computer because of the 
amount of information stored in 
it, " said the investigator. "We've 
got one of the best systems in 
the country. " 

In 1974 the South Carolina 

Boat and Motor Titling Act went 
into effect. It requires titling of 
al l vessels more than 14 feet 
long, including sailboats, and all 
outboard motors five horse
power or greater. Boats have 
been registered with the wildlife 
department for years, but titling 
was a new function placed . on 
the department. Titling estab
lishes the origin of manufacture 
for a boat or motor and a history 
of sales and transfers for each 
owner. Titles are a useful tool for 
discovering illegal possession of 
boats and motors too. 

South Carolina is one of 12 
states that require titles for boats 
and one of three that require 
outboard motors to be tit led . 
Federal law requires the registra
tion of boats and the identifica
tion of boats by numbers visible 
at a distance. 

"We've had other states' ag~n
cies looking at our system," 
Brazelle said. -~ 

TAGGING 
TO ANSWER 
QUESTIONS 

Does the South Caro lina coast 
have a unique population of 
flounder, or does this popular 
sportfish move up and down the 
entire Southeastern Coast? 

This is just one of many ques
tions that researchers hope to 
answer with a new tagging pro
gram that reflects an increased 
emphasis on recreational 
species of saltwater fish . Charles 
Moore, head of recreational 
fisheries in the Office of Conser
vation Management and Market
ing, says about 3,000 flounder 
have been tagged and released 
during the winter. Little is known 
about the life history, distribu
tion or seasonal movements of 
flounder in South Carolina, 

Moore says. 
"Anglers and commercial 

shrimp trawlers should check 
any flounder they catch for an 
orange circular tag, a half-inch in 
diameter, placed in the fish 's 
upper body near the head," he 
says. 

Anyone returning a tag will re
ceive a letter of appreciation 
along with complete informa
tion on where and when the 
flounder was tagged . Tags, along 
with the date and location of the 
catch, should be returned to 
Recreational Fisheries, South 
Carolina Wildlife and Maririe 
Resources Department, P. 0. 
Box 12559, Charleston, South 
Carolina, 29412 .. -, 
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Greenwalt Clarifies Purpose of 
National Wildlife Refuge System 
Recent Congressional hear

ings clarified the purpose, man
agement philosophy and per
mitted uses of national wildlife 
refuges and waters, the Wildlife 
Management Institute reports. 

A 1979 task force report on 

refuges had created some doubt 
oh these issues , institute 
spokesmen say, but with the tes
timony of Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice Director Lynn G. Greenwalt, 
there should be no misun
derstanding now. 

Greenwalt spoke directly to 
the service's management phi
losophy for refuges. " It is a basic 
principle of wildlife manage
ment that the greatest diversity 
and quantity of wildlife exists in 
those areas where various 

Bull's Island on Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge near McClellanville supports a wide variety of 
species in its sub-tropical, barrier island habitat. 

DU Contributions Reach 
$100 Million Mark 

Ducks Unlimited, an interna
tional waterfowl conservation 
organization, announced in 
Charleston recently that it had 
reached a national goal of $100 
million in contributions for its 
48-year history. 

The announcement was made 
during the annual fall member
ship drive dinner held by the 
Charleston chapter on board 
the aircraft carrier-museum , 
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Yorktown. 
About 2,000 persons at

tended, including president and 
chairman of the board Preston 
Williams, past presidents and 
local DU officials. State wildlife 
officials also attended. 

Ducks Unlimited is a 
member-supported private or
ganization that pays for water 
control and nesting ground con
servation projects in the Cana-

dian prairie provinces. This is of 
intere st to United States 
waterfowlers because a large 
portion of birds that migrate 
south into the United States 
each winter are propagated in 
the Canadian pothole country of 
the prairie provinces. It is illegal 
for United States government 
funds to be spent for Canadian 
projects, but a private organiza
tion has that freedom .. -, 

habitat types are effectively in
terspersed . One objective of the 
National Wildlife Refuge System 
is to encourage the naturaf 
abundance and diversity of plant 
and an imal species. The pro
cesses of succession are gradu
ally changing most habitats, 
moving toward a 'climax' condi
tion . Management that retards 
this process can result in more 
diverse and productive habitat 
than would result without man's 
interference. 

"Little or no habitat manipula
tion will be done unless natural 
forces threaten to destroy the 
unique qualities for which these 
areas were preserved, " he said. 

Greenwalt left no doubt about 
the Fish and Wildlife Service's 
position on the so-called "non
program uses" of refuges, such 
as grazing, mining, timbering 
and oil development. 

"Some activities can either be 
'program ' or 'non-program, ' 
depending upon the refuge and 
the circumstances," Greenwalt 
said . " Livestock grazing, for 
example, can be a valuable tool 
of habitat management, used to 
control grassland height or den
sity or to modify the natural 
order of plant succession. 

"Some activities are basically 
neutral , neither beneficial nor 
detrimental in terms of refuge 
objectives. Such activities can be 
permitted on refuges. " 

This "sensible use" philoso
phy is counter to some pro
tectionist ideas which hold that 
no use of a refuge should be 
permitted unless it " helps" 
wildlife . 

Greenwalt also spoke on ref
uge acquisition policy. 

" I have emphasized that ac
quisition of sufficient habitat to 
protect the nation 's wildlife has 
long been recognized as an im
possibility both practically and 
economically. Habitat must be 
preserved and protected pri
marily in ways other than federal 
ownership. Our role is to ac
quire only those key areas that 
are of vital importance in carry-



ing out the Service's mission and 
which can be protected no other 
way or for which control is es
sential to program objectives. 
Basic Fish and Wildlife Service 
policy is to acquire land only 
when other means of achieving 
program goals and objectives, · 
such as zoning and regulation, 
are not appropriate, available or 
effective," he said. · 

Among the most controversial 
subjects broached at the hear
ings was recreational hunting on 
refuges. 

"We cannot agree with those 
who hold that hunting, fishing 
or trapping are not legitimate 
recreational activities which may 
be permitted on wildlife ref
uges," Greenwalt said. "We be
lieve very strongly that hunting, 
fishing and trapping are legiti
mate recreational activities. We 
believe that they are not only 
compatible with refuge man
agement, but they are often an 
important management tool. 

"While we agree that refuges 
should not be managed pri
marily tb provide harvestable 
game species for hunting, the 
result of good management 
often is a harvestable surplus of 
game species. 

"A 'harvestable surplus' is 
often a biological fact and we 
will not manage the system to 
change that," Greenwalt con
cluded. 

The Refuge System today in
cludes areas in 49 of the 50 
states, the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico, American Samoa 
and the Trust Territories of the 
Pacific Ocean. There are also 
more than 100 waterfowl pro
duction areas located in six 
states. 

Altogether, the system en
compasses 34.6 million acres of 
land and water ranging from the 
Arctic Ocean south to the mid
Pacific, east to the Carribbean 
and northeast to ·the coast of 
Maine. 

In addition, on December 1, 
1978, President Carter desig
nated two national mohuments 
in Alaska, containing approx
imately 12 million acres, to be 
managed as national wildlife 
refuges. 

Four refuges are situated in 
South Carolina: Cape Romain 
on the coast, Savannah National 
Wildlife Refuge, Carolina Sand
hills near McBee and Santee on 
Lake Marion. .a. 
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WE'VEGOT 
AGUIDE 
FORYOUR 
VACATION. 
In fact we've got three guides. 

The editors of SOUTH CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE have chosen these 
Golden Field Identification Guides 
as the best available today. And just 
in time for your vacation1 

With this three volume set you can 
easily learn to identify species of 
North American birds, trees and 
seashells. Great for professionals 
and amateurs, the guides are both 
educational and entertaining 

Accurate illustrations show the 
colors and shapes of different 
species . And handy maps provide 
a general picture of where a species 
may be found . The descriptive text 
is on pages facing the illustrations. 
So you don't have to scan through 
the book to match art and text . 

Use the order form on the opposite 
page and order yours today ' 

All three for only $14 .85 plus South 
Carolina sales tax. 

$14 .85 three Golden Field Guides 
+.56 state sales tax. 

$1541 total (shipping included) 
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CREATE A 
COLLECTION! 
Protect those back issues 
with a binder that sports the 
South Carolina Wildlife logo. 
Made of simulated leather, 
these attractive brown bind
ers are a tasteful addition to 
any bookshelf or coffee 
table. Each binder holds six 
issues with insertable metal 
rods. Send $6 with the en
closed order form. 

·---------------------------------------, 
YOUR SPECIAL ORDER FORM 

Please send me: __ 1980-81 Wildlife Calendars at $6.95 each. 
Please send your complete name and address. Do not send a check by 
itself. Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary. Calendars will be 
shipped in August to one address only. 

Please send me: __ copies of A CAROLINA PROFILE at $15.00 each. 
Please send me: __ binders at $6.00 each. 
Please send me: __ three-volume sets of Golden Field Guides for trees, birds and 

seashells at $15.41 per set. This includes taxes, handling and 
postage. 

Please send me: __ New "Wildlife Between the Covers" T-shirts at $6.95 each or two 
at $13.90. Three (special discount) at $17.95 and four or more at 
$6.00 each. Please state 1st and 2nd color choice 
Color s M L XL 
Navy 

Lt. Blue 
Orange 

Red 
Tan 

Please send me: __ "Put Something Wild in Your Life" T-shirts at above prices. 

Color s M L XL 
Navy 

Lt. Blue 
Orange 

Red 
Tan 

Name ______________________________ _ 
Address ____________________________ _ 

City • State • Zip 

D Payment Enclosed 
D Bill to Master Charge--------□ Bill to VISA _______ _ 

For gift orders, please attach another sheet. 
Make checks payable to South Carolina Wildlife. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Just in time for spring , our new "Wildl ife 
Between the Covers" T-shirt will be cool and 
comfortable on the court or snuggly to sleep 
in. 

You'll be sharp, sporty and unique. And your 
body will love the 100 percent domestic cotton 
feel. Choose from navy, light blue, red , orange 
and tan . Please state size: S, M, L, XL and give 
first and second color choice . 

Don 't wish you had one when the bees start 
to bumble. An order form is on the opposite page. 
Send $6.95 today, and you 'll be ready for 
spring. 






